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I, April 1 	 Regular War Operations Against Germans and Italians 
In Jusoe 
1. Then a Major of the Jugoslav general Staff, on 2 APril 1841

Subject reported to General Iiihejle .IAKIC, C.O. of the Trial*.
. Alpine Detachment, at Skala : lake as his Chief of Staff. As

•such, Subject was reeponsible for operations on a 100 kilometer
mountain front extending free Karnak .to Ziri, against both
Italian and German forces, Subject's unit belonged* to the .
VIIth Jugoslav Am. in Slovenia.

2. • On the mOrning• of 6. April, the enemy attacked along the entire
front. After several days of suomvesful „operations in vdaiCh
Subject's unit captured. a .numbet of prieoners 4nd succeeded in
driving the ,invader .1140k, orders were. reedived from An head-
qOarters to withdraw beCause of the eittiation On the :Croatian
right flank, where the:Gee:witn had brakea through in the direc-
tion Of Zagreb. In spite of difficult oPénatienal conditions
and despite the work:Of Gerken and Coseirtanist fifth colxinas •
the Triglav Alpine Detaohment resisted until 11 April, anWwas
the only tat in Slovenia testAug reasonably 	 -
that da.te

*
 Subject's Unit was entirely ieolated eirid cut Of.

from the main part of the Jugoslav Any as a result of treason
in Croatia; and subsequent occupation of Zagreb, Nariovae and
Ogulin by the Germans and insurgents; thus, purrotuided. and
under bombardment of the German Airforce, the unit had no . pos-
sibilitY of defense. In *addition, by this time there had been
established ti .: Slervertian political . coariittee which had initiated
negotiations With the enemy and 'held ineited all armed fbrces in
Slovenia to desee resistance and advised all personnel that
they should return to their homes as the War was finished.
Subject then proceeded to .burn his filet and gave instructions
that all armament ahead be deitreyed or hidden. This *order
las. Carried Iritt and the Oriemy was unable to :mite any. material
for later use. in the reaistande mOvemerit. 7Tith certain. in-.

. significant comeptions, the enemy' was likewise . preventedfrom
• taking any prisoners.•
3. In comparw with.•General mac, Subject tried to fight, his way

IL	

from Slovenia to Bosnia . through Croatia, spOpcising:‘,..tbaciteothirnrel:
Army v stillas stl resisting 'the enemy there. Ungitioceiaful in WS
attempt, wearing civilian clothes, theY .ret 	

3.4*.

to Ljubljana„ which:had already been taken	 taliane,
order to avoid being taken prisoner.. Gen- ,	 a Croat,.
left .fo;, Croatia to join the CrOatian Arty, 	 c-4404=..

•mained in Ljubljana.
•
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which was under police .surveillance. Although he /as able to
avoid arrest in this manner, the Germans took advantage of the
situation to requisition his home . and to make off with all. his
belongings.

Together with Major Ivo • FRB3L (later captured and shot by:the
Germans) and Dr. Vjekoulav UCAR (later arrested and interned
by the Italians, currently in exile in Ite.17)s . Subject attempted
to organize a group of officers and soldiers in a national re-.
sistance'movement. .Owing to the current negative attitude of the

•o3t1 Slovenian political groups, the trio joined the Communist
Liberation Front where they collaborated with the ' . group lead by
Dr, - IRRUSIG (later Minister in the SUBASIC Government"in London,
and TrfOi s in Belgrade), Eng. SERREC (later 4 . .member of TITOts

.•Regency in .Belgrade), and Colonel. AVSIC (later a Communist General).
They also collaborated with,Ccmunnist leaders Boris KIDIaC, Ales
BEBLER, both of whom are now .TITO Ministers* and Vino MEDEREDGRFER.

6. In July,' Major IPREGL joined the General Dreamt MDIAILOVIC Movement
in Serbia and remained' there. In Septembers Sub JEN& received a
letter' from his friend, Zarico TODORENIC (later arrested by the
Germane and sent. to aPK camp in Gemaany) in Be/grades appointing him
in IIIHAIWirIC Ia name as the sole' representative of the •mmeereent
tri Sitiversism. Accepting the appointments :Subject immediatel,y

. initiated activities. After some time, he . ducided to go to
Serbia to meet pereinally EXHAILOVIC who had meanibile been pro-
moted from Colonel to General- by King MEM .1X, who had "leo
named him ComakanderAn-Chief .- of the Roys1 -.Jugoelav Hoes Ax.

Dr.. MARUS1C and 'Eng. SERNEC, hoping to attain t position of dom-
inance'	 . the . Communists in the 9.r. (Liberation': Front.)
through use of 111BAILOVIC I a ABM* agreed to Subject's ,proposal
arid Offered to finance his journey:: to IGBAI/OVIC! e . .heiaktUerters.
These Vitmis hovankr, Wailed thilitery leadership. for . their Candi- •
date Colonel AVSICs o *Could accOMPanY.Subject on bie..triP.
Communist leaders had been informed of Subjedt'e intention . to
visit M311AILOVIC4 ProWided with fall* docOissitil Sulkject .and
AVSIC proceeded to .Belgrade and thence to Reurna:(Sortis . where they
arrived in late Vovember, aisd discovered to their greet atmaseMent
that the Ohetniks and 211TOt e partisane were engaged in Dal eitale
warfare. They reported to General laRAILMIC .on the greatly
differert. Slovenian Situation where their Own organization col-
laborated with the Conn:nista against the enemy- Without political
distinction.

8. After some days, MNAIWITIC =Med AVSIC Commander, and Subject
Chief Of St.aff . at Royal Jugoslay.. forces to be organized in
Slovenia under the supreme coMmand of MIRAILOVIC. . Despite the
tragic situation prevailing in Serbia, they' were authorized to
collaborate With. all resistance .forces including, the 'Commkomists;
at the same time, however, they were instructed that the* non-
Cossiunist elements should maintain a strength to- guarantee'

• against Communist attack. Both.AVSIC and Subject received
written credentials in confirmation of .10:11AIIOVIC I s order. leav-
ing . Ravna Goras they returned to Slovenia, where they arrived on
1 December 1941.

9. Upon his return to Ljubljana Subject arid his friend, Dr. BUCAR,
held two meetings with CommuLst. leader Boris KIDRIC arid the Com-
munist MEDERNDORFER. At this meeting Subject negotiated with
KIDRIC as to the• possibility of continued cooperation. KIDR1C,
however, reiNksed to permit any independent organization of Royal
•JugoaLsv units, having in the meantime launched a bitter propa-
ganda campaign against General MIRAIEDVIC. Subject was thus•
forced definitely to break relations with the Communists and the
0.F., deciding at the same time however, to avoid any armed con-
flict insofar as this might be in his power. Colonel AVSIC, Dr.
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MARUSIC and Rag. =NBC, ,:sin.th*.cOntrary, betrayed General
Kmatorr by Xining. the COmiriuniat,s: thia..Merre' AVSIC
abusad the credentials which he had received Oom:
and vide* he refrused to band bark it the.liattiar te direct re- .
quest.	 :	 •

.	 .	 .
10. SiibjeOt path, an the bailie Of his duty t °wards his Country,

his King, and the Western! Linea, .thiia lay clearly befbre him
as it tea nO longer pOsiedble to colLsborate with the Come:Masts

• . Whorie /oyalties *re in_atiother direction.

11. As an iMmediate result, Subject Was denounced by the Comeaini.sts
to the Italians a a rebel., And from that time on, he was hunted
by Italian eitiloritiee Unth the end of their occupation.

1114 22g1	 tt	 Usiorments

R. In February 3 .:942,; General ittRAILNIC, then already Mirdster. of .
Var.in the Lancktn Royal . jUgoelav Government, disarmed Colonel
AVS1C and charged Subject with the task of reorganization of the
Royal Jugoalav Arm- in . 31Ovenia as its temporary commander. At
that time Snbject 'already disposed in L3ubl4ana of an organised
staff asweil as of a group of the ,clandestine *SOKOL Legionr
numbering acme intoired lerabeire,.,With which to form the initial
active and reserve unite. • Saertly aftermariiSs, his Prdesilsat4011
was joined by a group of Political disaddeates of varied POlitical
hue, who ;had banded together Under the name, "People's region".
This or* brot0i. with it an already ibnctioning, thcingh::
propaganda and infOrmatien service. The mein bulk Of non-Woman-
let military pertionnel, which was prOvided With a considerable
quant4t4y- Of hidden arse:rent and einsigasent, Mae.. Orglinined in the
C/erinal clan:legit:Ina ',Slovenian Legion!: This large .gnon0 of
Some thousands of merisbers was under the leadership Of Colonel.
PRERLIN, Who . still OPPotied the IMIAIIMIC organization and con-
tinned to act independently.-

13? The initisi problem was obviously that of .uniting all these
IdeologicaLly diverse legions under IIIIIAITAVIVe command as roar-.
cized by Subject, to obtain a isolid politica basis and permanent
liaison with the London Government; and to priscure the means, races.
sary for Maintenance of the •organisation and its Army. ,Union
all the country's positive forqç into a..compect .repreeentative
body ..•trusted With the •task/directing political. behaiior under
enemy occupation, and with supporting the organivation and activity
of the national resistance movement : within the firtasenrork of the
sole legal armed force, ICINAILOVIC'e Royal JugoeltOr•Array. Was	 -

•indispensable. •
U.:, Finally after long negotiations, in which AK took an active

parts, the clandestine nSlovenska Zavezan (berea±ter referred to
as the S.Z.) was founded. This Slovenian agreement of alliance •
included the Clerical Party (S.L.S.), the Liberal . parties MALL
and &M.S.), the SociAlist Party (S.P.J.), and recognized Colonel.
NOVAK as its 1841 4 tary leader and as representative of General
tiftgAIIAVIC and the Regal Jugoslav Anne. The Communist Party re-
fused to take part in the alliance.

1.5p The &Zo o s program as promulgated by the London Jugoslav' Govern-
• ment, favored a united -Jugos3Av kingdom led by King Peter II; it
• declared itself on behalf Of democracy, federation, and political,

•Social, economic; and cultural reforsas in accordance with the de-
, :sire of the majtority Of the people; and it recognized the Royal

Jugoslav Rome Army under General MIBAIL071C and his legally ap-
pointed regional comainders. It clearly recognized the King and
the Royal Governess* in London as the . sole legal representativesabroad of the Sovereignty and continuity of its miuntry temporarily
occupied by the enesay.•
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16, The S.Z. t s military program provided that no party was to be
allowed to maintain private military formations, and all such
organizations (the various "legions") existing up to that time
were to be incorporated into the Royal Jugoslav Army. Such
formations were to be put under command of General EIHAILOVIC
and hie Slovenian representative who mas responsible for the
organization and activity of Armed forces in that region.

17. It was agreed that the S.Z. mould provide the mom= organ-
ization and Armywith the necessary fuade which were to be col-
lected by an S.Z. organized financial subscription; funds also
were to be proeured from the Government abroad under guarantee
of one member each from the Clerical and Liberal parties and
from NOVAK.

18. Later, it Rome in 1943. however, NOVAK learned that he had been
dees4ed.by .varione Politicians as to the amount of funds re.

• calmed from abroad, in order to cover up their failure to pro-
.. vide funds fOr operational units.

19. As drawn ups the S.Z..prNprammas sound and well suited to pro-
Tilde a solid bapis : tor RoyalJugoslav..Armyormeatione in Slovenia,
providing it were respected and consietently applied in its

•entirety, according to the solemn Pledges of. its menbers. Mogi
fertunately, hcreeved.,. the "gentlemenaagreement" among the politi-
cal parties was not unconditionally . respected, nor were the WI-

indiVidneIs concerned capable orlayleg aside peranuldiffi-
cultiet during the war period. An additional. point of weakness
Win the fact . that the Clerical party, representing the majority
of the population,:, was OM into three different cOrrents• one
of these, "the "Stratew under.ZEBOT .(who is 'no in,Bene), ALIR
and CASAR (beth-klIledlarthe COMmunists), tee det.repretented in
the S.Z. becaUse of its . palition.againtat a united..JUgoalavia. Be-
cane of it active nature, however, the Strata . groMp etrangly
influenced the official cartent in the Clerical Party *Koh was -
represented in the 3.Z.b0-Dreldlos STARS and Bakke ICOANJO(beth
of shorn are new in Rene) against the left wing Chriatian dedialiste
'under. GOSAR repreeented in the S.Z. by Prof. SOIAR. (both te..00SAR
and SOLAR were interned at Dachmalay the Germans; they are heir
members of the opposition in jugoalavia). The official wing of
the Clerical Party (STAMand. =AMC) which wa0 in Contact with
Dr. Mibo KREK in London and supported by the majority of the Clergy
in Slovenia, did not understand the problemraisedlzrneceseity

, for a choice between MIMAILOV1O and TITO; as a result of their
inability' to understand the implicatiens of the question Writ
affected both the country and its Western Allies during the war
in the Balkans the Clerical Party attempted to impose its political
line on the S.Z. as a Whale, againat'the will of theilberals,
•Socialists and .Christian-Socialists. Thus, it was that the S.Z.
program remained only a scrap of paper and no serious attempt at
its realizations wee 'ever nide. •

20. Though not partictiarky preoccupied'with the' purely political
aspect of the matter, NONIAK was deeply concerned with the attitude
of the-offioial Clerical wing insofar as it regarded military
matters. ' Initial small differences led 9304i to a definite -break..

21. NOVAK himself Sums up his policy in military affairs from the
first to the last day of his activitiesin Slovenia, as' f011Owst
"Immediate propaganda effort, intelligence activities, and guer-
rilla and sabotage . operations the enemy ' in prepinittion.for finalaction.on.the strategic level on' orderi to be issued by the
Government and General NIRAILOVIC; all this to be carried out
'tile maintaining a defensive attitude against the Communiats.
The armed forces moat act under the orders of. General 1110A1LOVIC
and of myself as the responsible military leadsmn
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229 The policy of the 3.Z., or, better, Of its Clerical: majority".
• on the other hand Was at first secretly, later more and more

• openly, as follow:: "Our Armed Drives should be 'restricted to
maintaining 4 •passive attitude as regards the occupying forces

• and eh.ould . limit themselvert to a adninmm Prvpaganda•effort..
Active units, therefore, should not be developed at..all, or 'at •
least should held down to a minimum inactive secret force. • At
the same time Commurima should be fought with all means • even
collaborating with the occupiers in order to prevent •Chaturiat
terror and enemy reprisals., . General HMAILOVIC t s • ordere are riot ,.•
applicable to Slovenia if the S.Z. considers thers'impeacticable.
N.OVAIC it to .act only with direct. permission of the S.Z." • Thus,
it might be said, a more Or less independent Slovenianiney .ivas

.	 envieaged. •	 .	 • •

23... Regarding the steadily Mouribing 'accumulation of differences be ••
..tween himself and the S.Z, at this period, NOVAK describes as
:diegraeeful the fact that the Clericale never officially re•-•

• nounced the military program previously accepted by the 3.Z., •
and permitted him to continue his bonafide activities in a manner
which could not be satisfactory to the S. Z. or . to its objectives.

• Constantly .obstructed in his activitiso during this' initial phase, •
'SWAN for a certain was unaware of the reasons for his. difficultiee.
There existed a permanent crisis in his relations with the political,

•especially .Clerical, leaders of the. 3.Z. • • •

24. NOVAK ! a position, as it turned.orit, was the right One. The
es/ . attitude had succeeded in preventing his building up -strong

• effectives and in 1943 his units. had been overcome by .joixtb
German7Italiatt4mrearnist. action. The 10,000' Clerical adherents
who • had been prevented from joining•NOVAN t s units wsre*dastroyed
•by the Partisans and Italians with whom they bid cellaboreted..*
to that time,. and were forced into German service. Tbedr..perairr.
terve in collaborating with the Germans sibsecarent• to their . ' •
Italian collaboration ended in the tragedy of l945 when innocent
soldiers were treated as an Independent • Slovenian art* alter haVirig
'surrendered to the Anise, and were handed Over tO	 and 'ems-
saered„ •

259 In the first phase, however, NOVAK was unable to . fore** such.*
. tragic future and:having, at least theoretically, the Slovenian.

Clerical Legion , at his disposition, he began Organising his head-
quartere.and minor staffs and cOmmands. 	 •

269. In the first half of March 1942, a fresh blow hit JWAK'a organi- •zation when flu but three active officers of his organization were.
arrested and interned. The three who 'steeped Were' Captain =JAN,
later killed . by Slovenian Quislings; Lt.' =WC, later killed by
the Italiane; and Lt. STRN1SA, later killed by the Cormentiste
NO#AN was . thus compelled to reorganize hi* staff with ciVilia;•
evembera of the three Legions who, in addition to their good in-
tentions, also brought along their political attitudes.. .0ne of
the best of these, Reserve Captain PERSOH, was treacherously •
killed. by the Coansmiets a. short time later as the first in a.
long list of victims.

•
274 After reorganization of his. headquarters and. construction of a

relatively solid -framework for the Royal Jugeslav An in Slovenia,
NOVAX proceeded to organize fighting units. He proposed to the
S. Z. that in 'eve.ry village there be organized .a smell group of
volunteers from.. the three Legions to form the first cadres Of the
Army:, 40.1d. to gathers cache,- and guard all avidlable armaments
equiecent„ and food for a future more complete mobilization..
These first wall groups had to be brought into liaison with one
another, organized into larger units, and provided with military
leadere by NOVAR ts headquarters. Thus organized, these Unite

- 5
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were to 'have pittected their villages from being terrorized
and forcibly mobilized by the Comsamiets; and, at *ea gle order,
were to begin the guerrilla and sabotage campaign against the
enemy in such a manner as to•aveid . insofar, au ponieible direct
eneity reprieals against inhabitants of the various villages.

- .28. After lengthy diecussion„ both within and without the S x:.Z.
NOVApe proposal was aocetted. Invited to issue the .23ees:gory
ordez4, be ignmediately did so.	 .	 • •

29, The -foLlckvirig day', however, to his great OUrpriee ire Was in-
fOrMed that his orders could not be carried Out tbr fear of
'enestlr . reprisals and COmsmnist vengeence.

30. Thin. incompetent interference, on the part of the SQL proved to
be an enormous error Whose consequences coed not be corrected
throughout the war. . The unfortunate inhabitants of the villages
though • imbued with a deep hatred of the Communists, were forcibly
webilized into Partisan units, terrorized in 'every . wa3r,. deprived -
Of all their posses4Am,, and, in, addition they Were forced to
sUffer . the reprisals of the • oCcupiers who &greed their
executed, 'tortured, imprimined,. and deported all these who did
not ivish to •join the Comm:Lets. .These imlividuala weretironicall,y
fOr the MOlit part members of the various .preponderantly Clerical
Ligiene whose. loysilities belong to the lilHAIWVIC orgenization,
rather . than te the. COgnesudate.. Finally, peopi.e who had been
prevented by .their Political Isadore frosi using their, Own weapons
and forced to.'deliiter.them ta the Comsmnista,. were eissopaled.to.
accept are* . from the OcCupiers Oily In ord.* to .seve their lives
anithe poor - remnante. of theirperson.-.

31.. In I4ubljana 'and in other . •Wailler teems
and	

the Italians began
.large locale mop-up operations .ai deported aboUt" 30,000 people,
meet .. of them norr .Commuilate - to gioncertration camp*. In 'Ljubljana,
thia program of internment Lmost halved the sgamberehip of the
"SOKOL" and the "Peoples" Legions.' . The pusi l ineongty of the

. politicel leaders did not prevent either Comniunist temr or re-
prisals, but caused the lose of the best individuals as well as
of 'nearly all' armament and 'equipment. .	 •	 -

3g. After thil heavy blow to the S.Z., NOVAK decided to act on his
awn and salvage whatever might be' possible.. After enormoup dif-
ficulties placed in his way from all quarters,' he finally suc-
ceeded in May 1942. in organizing three 'small unites. despite 	 •
Ita3.4an and Communist attack, he managed to concentrate than in a
group of about 100 men in the Gorjanoi nountaingvin the Novo Mesto
area. Accepting the fait accompli, the S.Z. promised to provide
IVVAK with necessary funds for his forces maintenance...

.	 .
. 33. As a redult of the 'propaganda - campaign launched against the oc-

forces a$: the Communists in NOVAK e s per uSeoboda
evert" Liberty or Death), NOVAK was constantly denounced to the
Italian police. The 'Italians' searched for his actively, but be-
ing unsuccessful, they satisfied themselves with looting his
home. in Ljubljana. •

34g; In late May 1942, NOVAK decided to contact General IIIIIAILOVIC
.again and to establish wit communication between their two head-
quarters.. lie thus travelled to Serbia' With false documents in
the company of Mrs. =STOP, -whose , special task was radio and code.

350 In Zagreb, 113VAK held a 'meeting with Dr.'. RAPOTEC* . who had .come
from Cain, by submarine on a special mission to Jugoslavia and to
General WHAI/OVIC.....171thliAPOTEC, he also met a group of Croat
nationalists and : Dr. LTACEKe s . representative, Dr.•.FAROLFI.

6 -
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36. From Belgrade Um KRISTOF and NOVAK were accompanied by •
Tugoker PRIDIOrtSEK•and by a guide furnished by thellIHAILOVIC
organiration in Belgrade

* 
-who wall to acccmpany them through

Serbia and the Sanjak toKIBAILOVIC t a headquarters in the
mountains Suer Sahovici, In Nova Vera., Hrs. KRLITOF was held
by local Chetniks as w. sort of hostage, a strange though .. under-
•standable and necessary measure for the security of General
DITHAILQVIC e s security,

37. Meeting MIHAILO'VIC in the nountains, a few hours march from
Sahovici, NOVAK remained at his headquarters for only ttea tours,
He reported on the situation in Slovenia, on the develoPeent Of
the Organization there, and on his relations with the S.U. .

• politiCal organization, IIMAIIMIC apprived. NOVArs-pOlicies
and encouraged him to proceed in the face of all difficulties.
He confined NOVAKfs appointment as Conmender in Slovenia, and
enlarged his political and military powers and ptuvided him.With
new written credentials. NOVAK also received credentials author-
lam him to undertake preliminaty negotiations With Croat •
nationalists and With the HoS,S, in Zagreb with a vihs . to col-
laboration. In order to resider him independent frail this financial.
.point of view, /11BAITDVIC gave him 3,000 dollars; Eater establish-
ing all details concerning radio liaison with maxionve head-
quarters,. =AK left for Slovenia via Belgrade. To- NOVAK e s con-
siderable regret, on this occasion he could-not renew his a pe-
quaintance with British Captain Bill HUDSON, *Om he had already
net in. 1941, as Chief of the British Vission to IIIHAIIOVIC I a head-
quarters, because HUDSON was absent on some business connected
with his ted.ssion. .

30. On his return journeY, NOVAK again net Dr, .FA.ROIFI . in Zagreb, but
was unable to make Contact with Dr, ..1SCEIC, as the latter map kept
in hermetic isolation by the.UstesChit. . It wee thaw Impossible • to
take any steps in the . direetion of a • Croatian.mapprothetlent on .
this occasion and, as VOVAK was under, close obsersation,.. it was
impossible for him to undertake further journey* to Zagreb, .

39. Towards the end. of June 1942,. NOVAK returned to Ljubljana after
a south's .jeurney for the purpose of toperilieg two hatiri with •
General MIHAMOVIC. He reported to the political leaders and
presented them his new credentials.

40. Within a abort time radio commanication.had been establiehed . be-
tween /GBAILOVIC and /Mi ss headquarters, and' functioned.
anoethly with only occasional interruptions when headquarters
were moved, during NOVAK I s entire tennis. Radio equipment was
constructed by radio operators EIASL, BRICEL4 and STEMBOV, who
also . established and meintained all, radio links with great corn'-
age, *ambition and self-sacrifice in collaboration with Ltrrop
KRISTOT. who acted as traffic' supervisor and- personally . enciphered
and deciphered all Messages.. 'Unfortunately, all three radio
operators were . fairly .receptive to the flattery and varioue in-
trigues coming from all sides, both. within and -without the or-.
ganizations. .especially in 'its most .critical periods. • BRICELJ„ -
for eginmple, whom • NOVAK originally considered hie beet operator, •
tried first in Rome in 1943 and later in Trieete *1945, to
sabotage NOVAK9 8 wit link with MIHAILMIC; though compeLled to
cease .using his serge's, NOV'AK continued to pa,' him in order to
prevent further mischief on his part. Subsequent to NOPAKes
arrest by the Germans, Mrs.- KRISTOF relieved BRICELY of crystal*
in his:posies/don, in order to prevent his misuse of them.. Mre.Kuno? broke off • all relations with BRICELT, who in the mean-
time had started to work for .TEVWEVIC. NOVAK later heard that
BRICE1.1 had fallen even deeper into treachery by larking for the
Gestapo, in order to satisfy his greed for money and his desire
for an easy- .11fet NOVAK, however, .has no concrete 'evidence 'tothis effect....
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119 During NOVAK I s absence, his unit 'in the No** Mato area carried
out, sometizses with Partisan aid, several. successful operations
against the Italian garrisons at Stopice Pogancit and Rates.
During these actions the Chetnika destroyed the principal stone
bridge • on the Novo tiesto-Kreko road, an important communication
14* between the German and Italian zones of . occupation. This
bridge was never entirely reactivated throughout the var.

42. For the first half of July 1914, an operation was planned against
Italian defensive positions of the Novo /lento suburb Smihel, but
on the 9th of July, =AV a detachment was 'attacked by the Parti-
emus. Although the treacherous Communist attack mos repelled
with only one Chetnik killed, before returning to Ljubljana,
NOVAK ordered bia unit to leave the area in 'order' te avoid ftabther
'claethes with the Partistuut. Hie precaution was in vain: Although
continuously under Italian artillery fire, the unit was attacked
every place it appeared.brgreatly superior Partisan forces, and
suffered heavy caSualtieS.

430 Finally, after two anntha of heroic resistance against attack
• from both Italians and -Partisans, the unit found itself over-

whelmed and surrounded, with Partisans before it and .Itallans
hind it, without food and ammunition, under heavy gun fire, and
cut off from all comnatatcation with Colonel NOVAE, In this
ation, the unit was compelled to renounce its allegiance to Gen.
I[LHAflOVIC and to accept the Italian offer of surrender and non-
aggression. NOWAK learned of this tragic event only two weeks
later, and was left only the hope that in a more forttniate future
he might persuade the officers and soldiers to return to the or-
ganization under his command. Such an occasion never presented
itself, however, because with. few exceptions, the dispersed unites
members were under the influence of local.Politicians, and con-
stituted only village guards outside the lannbVIC organization.

/140 ixt. the; meantime the Italian Army had undertaken a cycle of large-
scale anti-rebel. operations.* The PartiCons offered no resistance
and were soon dispersed. • • The .Italituis burned the rillagees..laotedtheir inhabitantsposseseions .. and many 4f.. those who were . fort*.
nate enough to escape with their livett, *ere , sent to concentration
camps. For •their defense. against the Commit& tenser; the
Italians isaued the remaining villagers taismall quantity Of rifles
and ten rounds of ammunitinh . for each weapon. The Zamora* al-
though hating the Italians, could only accept the offer and the
number. of White Guard anti-Communiat fighters . soon reached be-
tween '5 and 6000, who defended their villages successfully againstthe Partisans, whom they • drove back into the woods and the moun-tains.	 -

450 NOVAK informed CZ.neral tilligIOVIC of these new developments in
Slovenia, and was instructed to carry on in the attempt to organ-
ize new active units of the Royal Jugoslav Army and to do every-
thing possible to bring the village guards into the 11011AIIDVIC
organization,:

46.. Now commenced the struggle among the Italians, the Caterantlats, the
various Clerical politicians, and.Colonel NOVAK for control of the
viliage'guards. • Although sympathizing with the LIMAIIDVIC organi-
zation, most of the fanners in the village guard =re not active
in the movement because of their fear of reprisals. Thus, It wasplanned to effect a clandestine penetration of the village guards,
in order not to arouse Italian suspicion, a task not too difficult
where the local priests were sympathetic as they were in most cases.

- As long as the Clerical politicans remained loyal to the military
charter of the S.Z. and as long as the Church extended its gym-
pathies to the IIIRAILOiTIC organization, then, it should have been
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•relatively easy to persuade the •.village guards to renounce their
affiliation with the Italians, to join the Royal Jugaltiv Amoy,
and to...fight not only the Communitits but also the occupying

• forcee.

47. with this view in mind, Colonel IENAK despatched special emissariz.,
• to the Village.gusirde for the purpose of attempting to draw the

latter into the 	 Captain DEBELIAK was sent into the
Novo Meat° area* Captain LESJAK into the Ljubljana area and
Captain VOSNER ..Into the Rovete..Staost area. • NOVAK further sug-
gested to those mpathetic to hip organization that reliable
elements should be sent to as many villages as pos.sible, in order
to •assuMe positions Of command for the purpose- of 	 such
posts from falling . into the hands of pro-Italians, Comenmiste„
and others hostile to the MMAIIDVIC program.. Soon a number of
villages' vets in the hands Of people sympathetic to the movement,
or in some wey affiliated with it

48 The • same program was -attempted by the Communists but with a lesser
degree of success. The strongest iillager . pard, however, that. in
Trebriji, was under the cone:and of one BAN, a philo-Comennztet.and
pro-Itallan.• This unit, a perfect maniple of Comomnimal a ability
to turn all Means to its .own ends, was the only one •organised and

•trained on Fascist lines .4. it •even adopted the Fascist ealuteS

490' The Ita1ia:1s,, for their part attempted by all means to prevent
the MIBAILOITIC influence from permeating the . villege 'guards' and

• to bring their own elements lute positions of power. • They found
only an insignificant rainber of traitors however, and as a resta:-
of CoMmunist Proteganda;to the effect that the village guards
might' adhere to the Royal Jugoala:v Ansy and ..engage in attacks
.against. the Italians, they .sent liaison officers and ,military •
Units to control the guards. The village guards were thus forced
to open cellaboration.

50, last but not least,. the Clerical politicians, whoa . preriouslY
feared . Italian reprisals and Ctimenuriet vengeance, now felt that
they were being given the opportunity to .fight the COnraurriete . .
legitimately; in. this . situation, they preferred the. :Aetna. quo'

• to the alternate salution. of fighting and being fought by both •
the Italians and the •Conimunists. • .They too, tilt:retorts, although
scare of thew were members of the S.Z. or directly affiliated vi.th
the ICILIZGOVIC movement, obstructed NOVAK'? work among the villagcli

•guards eepeciall,y towards the end of 1942 when it 'seemed that tha
Partisans in Slovenia Were on the definite decline. • -•

51. NOVAK, on the contrary, in view of the decline in Partisan-•strener::.
•• arid the disilludonment of the peopleconcerning Coranuniem, con-

• sidered the moment propitious for rallying 43.1 those who wished
to fight the enemy in units strong enough to Prevent Commack
terror 'without necessity for collaboration with the Occupying
forces. It was necessary, therefore that NOV-AK attract to hie
banner' all the nation:Met' and nexamooterdat flishtere front thebadly shaken Partisan .ass, ',high had been reduced from its previ•-

summere s strength of 15,000 to a •bare 2,000. Partisan forces,
stripped of all but Ccintannist elements could not possibly out-
nmnber Royal Jugoslav urd.ta and would be forced to give up ftErther.-

•aggression.. MITAIIDITICts forces, unhindered by Partisan aggres-
sion could thus dedicate themselves to the primary task of
fighting the enemyin aCcordance with ifiliAlIOVIC es eocproos in-
structions. Unfortnnately, however, the politicians prevailed
again: Through its 118:Lorenian Legions', the Clerical 'Party took
-control of the village guards, •overtly With permission of the

. Italian . authorities, Covertly through the Slovenian Lagionee.
members. • Believing the COmmtmist danger had already reseed, the
Clericals proceeded to take all measures to prevent LONAIWIFIC

• influenCe among the village guards, which they preserved sa an
.armed farce of the party. This constituted the second fatal
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blunder of the politicians, one which again prevented a large-
scale development of the Royal. Jugoslav Aruv, and which gave
the Communists time to micronize their units with the decisive
aid of the Croatian Partisans.

In late August 1942# the Italian police arrested ERESEI.J, MALI,
LTACUS err! z n • C, all, of them ed.ther members or supporters of
NMI's Ljubljaitzt headquarters; NOVAK himself was barely able to
escape and because he was actively sought by the Italian police,
he was forced to leave Ljubljana for a certain 'period°

53. Being without a unit a his ovai at that time, NOVAK decided to
proceed Glenda:timely to the Nava Mesta' area to contaat the village
guards in an attempt to bring together his old Chetedics, whom he
believed to be secretly still loyal to the IIIBAI/DVIO organization
and te.himself. Disguised as a simple eoldier, or. some times-as
a friend of the local parson in Stopice, NOME remained there,.

• vd.th a few irsterruptione, 'from the tibiae of September to the
middle of December 1942, At first, ROUE* e project seemed to be

• making satisfactory- progress; the encore seemed to be willing
to obey and to help in preparim, arming, and equiping the soldiers
to rejoin the organization. With time # however, the combined
effect of Communist propaganda. and 'denunciations led to ire

• severeltalian control in the village guards, and the officers be-
came. more reluctant. local .politicians, aided by tertain clergyu
men, were a.etive in, littempting to persuade the aoldiers of .dangers
in 11;U:ire for them if ther deported the village guards.. .The officers
who negotiated with NOVAK, had teen denounced -to the Italians and
placed under strict surveillance; as a result, they refUsed, at
least for the timer being, to break off their contacts with- the•
Italiene. Himself threatened with arrest and consigiiMent to the
Italians or with • outright aseaaratmation, WAX was forced to
disappear, completely unsucceesful.,. in the company of only . one
officer, Lia.rjazi PATLIC.

54. Still more discouraging was the failure of NOVAK l a deputy-, Captain
LEWIN, in the Ljubljana area. After haviig . hidden arms for the

•units planned for the future, he . was treacherously and brutally
killed by the Village /wards, who afterwards looted his home, net
only of private property, but also of funds 'belonging to the or-
ganisation. This murder 'bad. boon arrsrged by the people of the
'Strazatt Ultra-Clericial Group, in collaboration with the priest
GLA.VAC (nee in Italy) and his men together with Italian Captain
TORNARIo ;' GIAVAC bad".previously been a highly considered Member of
NOVA/E's headquarters and the motives -behind his .terrible treachez7

"are not clear. GIAVAC subsequently maintained an eitremely hostile
attitude towards the IIIHAILOVIC mevement and advocated =conditional
collaboration with the occupying forces in order to fight the Com-

= masts°

55.. After the tragedy of Captain IESJAK„ NGVAK I s emissary, Captain
VOSNER, who had been sent. to' the Rate-Staost area,. postponed
further action until the situation might improve.

56. On the night after NOVANgs . return to i.jobljanat . the infamous
Christmae 1942 roun&up 'of almost a thousand men aid Women sus--
peeted of being MOMbeill or eyntvithissers of the Communist. movement„,
was initiated.. Colonel MERLIN, the Italian-appointed chief of
all village guards .and Ljubljana seeret pelice member, waking
with Dr., mum and Italian Captain TORIala, TartiniPated in this •operation which clearl,y, shoved, the =totems of Wan collaboration
between the,. Italians and 'the village guards. The round-444 which
affected.. not only • ComMunists but also many innocent people, War p an -
error from both the political aid' moral 'points of 'view; in addition,
it was most. inefficient because the Italians soon liberated all
the real . CommunistS Va10 could pay ransoms defined by "over-the-
table deals", .while those without funds were sent to concentration
camps.,
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57. It was thus that Fg.=NBC, one of the leaders of. the . Coleman:IA
meet/ant and later TTTO ts regent In Belgrade, wee released after
treishing his letdAem thsord Of honor* that he bad not previouily
and that he pould not in the future, occupy himself Ivith political
matters; this Same doeument also contained his statement that he
had never been a member Of the liberation froati

58. Later, the Comm:tete accesed the'BIHAIWVIC onlanization with the
real:ion/Ability *or this seep.mp operation. Not only was NOVAK not
informed of what was going on but only at the last moment -did
village guards desist in thee; search of the home of the ERISTOF
family where NOVAK was in biding. had, the sear& been cOmpleteds,
NOVAE would have been. diecovered - quite incidentally and turned
over to the It;alians. On the basic of the local Communist propa-
ganda line, it was Val knoun that the KRISTOF family wait anything
but pro-Communist. rho, thentuas Searched for in their home? Had
he been informed of the imatinent round...up operation s, IEVAK
have certainly done everything in his power to prevent its being
carried into effect,

39. When Lt. Colonel P Vi 0414 returned from interriment in Italy, he
had already been appointed commander of village guarder. pw sub-
sequently offered to provide NOVAKIet units with weapon. and
volunteers from his village guards until the moment when all
village guards would. join the ElliAlL3VIC movement ° Payment was
demarxt for this service, and payment Of the amount requested by
PETERLIN 176.13 made by NOVAK. In realitY, hOwever, as the exponent
of the collaborationiet group inc.leding the nStrazan and Father
GLAVAd, and as the 'Clerical 'Cinedidate far the poeition then held
by NOVAK, MERLIN frit only 'failed to furnish poeitive 4,4 but
proved to be the teohnical executor of k.il actions against that
section of the ragaTMVIC organiskitzton and Repal Jugoslav Anew
under NOVAK 9 COMMA.

60. Thus ended the year 1942; without slimes*. Deeply dial-Unsioned
and completely disgusted, NOVAK was forced to begin the new year
on an entirely new basis.

nosewn. 	Atteckla and	 . 12, 	 Cooperation with the Addle 
East Forces Allied HQ. Cairo: .
61. After his previous disappointing experiences, NOVAK decided 'that

in'194.3 he .luould act independently a . attemPt to diminish insofar
as possible the influence of the various. politicians on his mili-
tary activities, as. it. Was already clear that. he could not persuade
thou, to take' a definite stand against the ems,. If it were not
possible to obtain ally Support from the Slovenian politicians,
NOV'AK hoped to obtain direct support from abroad and. from General
1/1HALLOVIC.

62. According to instructions received from . LIIHAILOITIC via radioiNO'V'AK I S mission . continued to remain More or lees the' Emmet To
create active units to fight the enemy on a worthwhile scale, to
increase the propaganda effort, and to enlarge intelligence activi-
ties- in .pupport of the Allied struggle for Africa,

63. NOVAK I s propaganda campaign use begun , on a sharply anti-Garman .
and anti-Italian line, .while Maintaining a clearly defensive atti-
tude with regard to the Pcirtierute.

•64. With regard to hie . intelligence mission NOVAK proposedto General
1/11HAILOWIC that a special military mission be sent into Slovenia
by Allied Headquarters in Cairo. PEGIAILOITIC promised to take the
neceasary- steps; in the mearLime,. • it was necessary for NOVAK to
organise a military unit strong enough to :protect. any Allied mis-
sion which might be sent..
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65. Because- of .cOnstant Clerical opposition to NOVAK Is - aggressive
• •ttitude,, the latter no longer counted upon the Clerical "Slovenian
Legion', but concentrated his attention on the itSOKOLSo . As NOVAK
had prcAised to operate in the Gorizia area uhere . there were no
v311nge • guards, the S.Z. consented to support his Project to create
a unit to operate against the enemy, although it was demanded that •
the unit not exceed, 30 fieAtieg ann. As there was no danger of
Italian retaliation against village guards in the Gorizia area,
the Clericale also practised to invite •their adherents . in the
Venezia Giulia area to grant all possible aid,

66. In. Ljubljana, MA'AM gathered a number of volunteers who Were soon
joined by several members of the village guards who had deserted
their units because they were unenling to collaborate .further .
with the Italians. Thus, towards the end of February 190, .NCATAK
disposed of a unit of 27 fighters near - the .old Ita1O-Jugoalav
frontier; the urdt, was under the secret command' of Captain VOSNERa

67„ .VIten the Communists learned of the .existenee of this unit, their
• . "Free thigoalavia n radio station in Russia launched a counter-propa-

ganda campaign, contending that the Italian Goverruoent had ordered
General MDiAILOVIC to destroy . the Partisans in Venezia .Giulia, and

- that. General HIHAIWVIC had entrusted NOVAK with this task in •
Slovenia. The Communists, Of course were well aware of the
falsity of this line, but it was eadiently successful in informing
the enemy of NOV'AKIs activity and IA frightening Clerical circles..
Once again oppoaition from the latter set in. • -

68.., In early fiard1 0 - NOVAK assumed personal comad. of the unit. which •
was knaves as !the first .Slovenian Chetnik detachment" end under-
took a stall scale raid into the Idris area anti beyond into old •
Italian territory. This. undertaldng showed taraediately - that pre--
vicar, promisee, of the politicians had net been. kePt. Nothing had .
been prepared for the. reception •Of. the unit and for support- of its
action. •

69.. NOVAK aid his unit returned to their operational. area jest in time
for the reteption ef .paratroopers sad .wit equipment. frcim Cairo.
Special messigai in onlimistien with this operation had been bread-
elated by BBC London OD their Slavin/an PrOgrani On the 15th. 16th
arvi 17th of March 1%3. • The operation • was ebmpleted OD 17 March,
ati.thout casulaties damage or loss, and NCVAK e s headqUarters was
congratulated by Cairo for the well-organized -reception of the
three paratroopers (tao radio operator, and one enlisted man, all
of them Slovenians of Italian citizenship, vito had been taken .
prisoner during the African ear), three• radio sets and Atit equip-
ment, : food, and money.. ..,

70e The following. day radio communicationiwor established with Cairo
to everyone's complete . satisfaction. •• That was the first direct
contact between the Allies and Slovenia. The mission of the radio
.team, was outlined in a letter to NOVAK from liv.jcrl,CELLER of .Cairo
Headquarters, as catirmed by the Allied Mission ettachad to • •
MIHAILOVIC t s .headquarters; ,alfght -subsequent loodtfloatiOns were •
from time to tide ordered by Cairo, or were. aometimes imposed by
the local situation..	 • •	 .

.•
. 71. The, radio team was given comPlete freedom of action, it .retained

all ciphers, art/	 .funds received Were at its disposition.
NOVAK limited bimeelf 'to . protection of the team and to .providing
it with information as received by Cairo. As it turned Out, NOVAK:
WOIAIIOVIC organization received no direct advantage from the
presence Of this Allied .radio mission but on the contrary. was
forced to assume this enormous responsibility,' and was subjected -
to intrigue from all aides.. • Alreast .half of NOVAK ta entire time was
.spent on behalf of Cairo, and his troops became increasingly only a
unit for the protection of the radio sets; they had constantly to
stand guard, to mows,, tO sweat, to fight, and to die protecting the
liaison with Cairoa. All this they did willingly for the Allies
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• with the fervent hope that that/6 own sweat and blood might save
the lives of 1301113 of their Allied comrades engaged in the battle
for Tunis and

72. NOVAK enlarged his intelligence service and developed new Linke,
all‘of which empLved a considerable number of people. After
some time, in addition to other messages, Cairo headquarters was
receiving regular"datly reports on all German movements and traffic
between Germany and Italy through Slovenia. Cairo headquarters
Vail at all times satisfied with the effort being carried out, and
sent a number of congratulatory messages, their thanks aid their
promises, stating that their work weeof increasing value for
Allied Headquarters and the heavily engaged Allied treops. No
practical help in the form of weapons, food, equipment, or buds
was received.

730 NOVAK Is cooperation along these lines lasted until mi&September
• .1943, when. the combined action of the Germans . Italians, and
Partisans deetrved his units and compelled lam . to leave .Slovenia,
in ordeir to avoid arrest.

74. As previously mentioned, the radio stations inider NPVAK"s protection
were at all times at the exclusive disposition of Cain) Allied Head-
quarters where all NOVAK's dealings were through lirjor IFITIF:R; in
Cairo, Professor =CUP acted as translator. With the permission of
Cairo, the latter maintained communications with the Clerical Party's
representative in Magenta Dr. ales MARE; Dr. KREK used the same
link from London via Cairo, or directly, using bib own

W
special cipher.

NOVAK was never intbraed . of the contents of messages between KIC
and STARE. In his dealings with Cairo, NOVAK first used his own
name, later the code name Major DOR.

75. According to trustractiorm gram Cairo B.I.S. representative in
Ljubljana, AIVI'Co else used the radiO'stationa, and all procedural
matters'were settled between him and NOWAK. ANTIC/a meeisages were
sighed "BEZ" and 1110110ageil to him *ore united "for Mr. This ar-
rangement limited to everyone's satisfaction but in late Septather
1943 ANfIC, too, was 'oompelled to leave Ljubljana.

76. Reaeption of the air operations frOm. Cairo, which coincided with the
first Allied air raid in Slovenia, gave rise to varying reactions
from NOVAK's own feeling of great responsibility, through the en-
thusiasm and accompanying indiscretions of his aoldiere the fears
'and joys of the true friends of the EMIAILOVIC organization, the
envy and intrigues of those who should have been its friends, to the
open treason of its enemies and the OXIIMUrlieteo

77. As soon as radio liaison had been established with Cairo and the
first messages had been drawn up for transmission, and after having
built the foundations of an I.S. to act on Cairofs behalf, it became
necessary to find a means of withdrawing Italian attention from the
radio stations. To this end NOVAK personally led his unit in a raid
on the Novo Hest° area. He hoped that news of his unit's coopera-
tion with Cairo would persuade a considerable part of the Village
Guards to cease their Italian collaboration and to come over to the
LILHAILOVIC organization. If this hope had been realized, it would
not only have made protection of the Allied radio stations easier,
but would have made possible more effective resistance to the oc-
casional. Communist attacks and would have permitted a larger scale
of aggressive action against the occupying forces. Once again, how..
ever, NOVAK was unsuccessful in realising this-projects Some of the
Village Guards displayed a benevolent attittaie, others indifference,
and still others open biatility. They had alree.ctr been warned
against joining the /11:HAILOVIC organization and had developed a
sort of iumunity to the temptation. The caimanding officer of the
Village Guards of Sticna who with a pair of his soldiers had secretly
aided NOVAK's unit in avhding Italian positions while crossing the
Ljubljana-Novo Meat° railway, and who had promised to join NOVAK Is
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unit ahortly, 1148 soon denounced along with his soldiers and ire-
prism/Ad and maltreated. by the Italians, • 	 •

78. During the course of its incursion into the Novo lieeto area, NOVAK Its
unit was obterved by the Italian airforce and near Vod.ice it waS
heavily shelled by Italian artillery. ProM •an unknolv.n source, the
Italians had learned* of the unit's presence in, the .. Zaplaz mountain
region, where it Celebrated the . 27tivof /larch, anniversary of the
date wium the Royal Jugoslav Army denounced the shenefa3. Axis act,
overthrew the Gcrverrvnents ani brought young Ring Przsvn to the
throne. On this occasion a service was held in the famous 'Church
of the Pilgrims followed

 occasion, 
a amen propegaraba..meeting.' .Prom 'the

Unit te Presence there, the Italians concluded.that.the radio sta-
tions roust be nearby,. and -heavily bombed the area damaging the
church; from a doctmetrt liter taken from the null= 1.3 office in
Ljubljana NOVAK learned of Italian au.spicion as to the vbereabouts
of his radio stations. At about this time, too, it vas learned that
the Itallans• had discovered the contents of one of the radio messages,
either by deciphering it or some other' means. It was thus that NOVAK
changed his name to ?CR and revised his radio procedure.' •

79. During the Course of its raids the Unit wars also' . attacked by the
Partisans, but fortunately did not suffer way casualties.

80.. in. general, the local populations received tali:, Unit warmly when they
learned that. the" were' in no danger, that it took only such supplies
as were offered voluntarily, that it paid for everything requr3sted,
that it aided the victims of Italian and Communist terror, and that
it tried to appear and disappear searetly in order to avoid provok-
ing reprisals.

81. These very factors, however, marked the beginning of a full, scale
propaganda campaign, both pUblia and covert against the. LIIRAILOVIC.
organization, not, only by .the Columnists but by those mho should
have been its, friends as Will as by its political . opponents. • Initial
locaLtivid alarm at the Unit's succesti along the population, elOng
the Village Guarda, and evert among tlie non...Cenral:deb 	bere of the

 unite, Soon spread to . the entire Clerical Party. Official
Clerical leaders continued to maintain a cool, though mot yet hotitile,
attitude .towards the organirationtand tried to .Limit its number to
about 30 . fighting men on the pretext that a greater strength might
endanger the ViLlage Guards

82. General 1.1111AIL1NIO, • on the other hand, insisted on a rapid and un-
limited development of NOVAK I s Unit in order to be • able to. fight the
anew without, fear of attack from the rear•by.ethe Contrunists. The
.azilval of volunteers into the Unit was Constant though slow. It
was joined by a certain number of Nationalists, 	 deserted frau
Partisan units in the German-occupied .and	 .Giulia areas.
Some 30 officers returning . from internale/it in Italy immediately
obeyed NOVAR ts- order to escape from Ljubljana and to join the .Unit.
Thus, a force of over 100 men was soon gathered, although it was
hoped greatly-to Increase this strength. EnlargeMent of the Unit,
however, was 'hampered: by the constant fear that •acceptance of too
great a• number of eov-Partisone might lead to its beteming a Com-
munist .' tool.

O. For ' this reason.NOVAIS further attempted to separate the Village
Guards frOm the Italians, this time in the Rovte area, where they
Were commanded . by .Captain VOSNER, and in the Krim area *ere they
were commanded by Sgt. •IIUDNIK; both VOSNER and !OMIT had already
rendered valuable service in 'providing armament, food, courier serv-
ice, and in affording sanctuary. Immix, a member of . the "SOKOLLegion", and NUDITIX„ • a member of the "Slovenian Legion", were both
'considered highly reliable elements. Negotiations with them were
carried out in the presence- of . Dr. STIAJD and Dr. JAN=, both repre-sentatives of the Slovenian Legion at .1107,4 1. 3 headquarters, and in
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the presence or Liberal Party member Rudolf orrnac; at this meet-
ing procedure was ,established and the time element for preparation -
and .execution of NOITAKi s . 0.ra was fixed. A few days later, however,
NOVAK was informed-tha Oaciosoner ..bad inforinad the Italian: of the
intentions of VOSNER and HTIONIK. : Ttas former, being under. close sup-
veillax. ice by both Italians and the Village Guards " .therefore delayed
•action until the situation shoat:I-be more faSorable; the latter .
flatly refused to proceed any further in the plan.

84. Having heard of the Unit's presence in his area, the Italian Comender
of legatec decided to tips it out and to capture the radio stations,

•and cOmPelled Captain WISNER and hie VMage Guards to participate
in the 'operation.. WPM gave NOVAK ' advanced warning- of the Italian
plan, and his non eabotaged the action of Italian troops; it was thus
possible to save the radio statical* end avoid being placed in too
difficult a situation. gevacthelese, NOVAK blamed VOSHER for the
'participation of his anbi•Communist troops in. the .Italian hunt -
against . the LICHAILOVIC t. Invited by NOME to join his unit with
those of his soldiers whom he considered reliable, on the following
night VOSNER sent messengers to all his units with the .order that
the best men with their arms should come over . to NOVAK. Va3NERts
authority, however, was already litIderalnad to such an extent that
his subordinate oomanders refused to obey and foroed. , all. their
soldiers to remain with the Village Guards by threat .ening reprisals
against their families should they desert .. , In the ,faae of this
latest • -kailure, -NOVAK reproached the Village Guards for their .-ser-
vility towards the . enemy; in reply he was told that nThe Supreae
Political Council (I) prohibited taw contact . between the Village
Guards and the Chetnilce of General 1111MIIMIC,"	 •

85. Slovenian legion representatives- 9)WD. , MOM, and DUHGONIk, all
attached, to NOVAr's headquarters peraimlly intervened with the

Guards against the musiorm. organization and aganst..NOVAX
himself. Considering their attivitils Of a treasonable:nature . .
NOVAK, inibrming the Sld*entall Legion of his reasons, reread 41
•three of them to leave his headquarters, and . requested now repre-
sentatites..

•
06. The Slovenian. Ise.= saseered by breaking oft all relator* with

'NOVAK headqUarters.	 ditien„ Legion leadsra launched an anti-
UIHAILOVIC propaganda CamPatgnothreugh the Village Ggarda, forbade
the popu/ation.to4611.food to NOVAK's soldiers, secretly encouraged
some of his officers . and'imen to desertthe. Unit and jointhe
Guards or to go hoes,. organiseda sabotage effort. to .prevent• further
recruiting, organised •a system to intercept escapees from German •
territory and forced them- to enter the VillAge Guards, • threatened-
NOSTAK I s matt with 'attack by .Village Guards, attempted to steal • radio
sets .and equipment,' attempted to dissuade . NOVAK Ia. wit operators front
serving further, etc.

87. From that time on General iiIHAIIMIC t s Slovenian organization,
pecially its comUftt units, was completely surrounded by. its German,
Italian, Partisan,. and Village Guard enemies, a situation which
lasted in more or less acute form until the very ord.

88.. In answer to his protest-to the So& regarding the behavior and
attitude of the Slovenian legion 'NOVAK was charged with full re-
sponsibility for the situation 4. the Clerical Party which supported
the course of Dr. SIIAJD and his circle. Liberel and Socialist repre-
sentatives who attempted to reconcile differences between NOVAK and

•the Clericals .always ended by yielding to pressure from the latter
In order to Impress upon BDVAK the inadvisabiLity of his further
developing combat units,' the S.Z. even wmat se for as to cease-pro-
viding his organization with funds; this Stand was. carried . to the
point of failing to turn over funds received from the Government
abroad for the very purpose of organizing the Azar under /011AILOVIC.
This fact was . kept from-NOVAK at that period. .
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Inferairsg General LOIIAILOVIC of the entire uiwatisfactoit situa-
tion, NOVAK tendered his resignation and proposed that another
•representative be sent to 'Sloveala with precise .instructicmia as to
how to deal with.. the politicians, MIZAIIINIC refused to accept
NOVAK f s resignation, and ordered him to . carry on withthe organize-
tion of c3andestine - unitt aid collaboration with the politicians. .
With no other choiCe but obedient!, NOVAK vas able tO maintain his
organization with funds provided ?tom MilfAILOVIC Is sources in
Switzerland, to resist S.Z. pressure, and to fight sabotage in,-
trigue„ and treachery.

•90.. NQVAIS re-staffed his headquarters with new .officeee who had been
•released from Italian concentration camps .following Mabel) =MN's
charitable intervention on behalf of. the Internees, Peering that
NOVAlt se..actiVities might again bring them to the concentration caws,
.thelw 'officer/7i unfortaaately soon fell under the 'influence of the
polities* unfavorable to the itIRAIEDVIC. organization; these: .
politicians even tried to draw these officers into. the Village .Guards
by mitueing the names Of LEDIAILMIC and ?WAX. NOVAK. fs 'influence
with the .officers Was very lind.ted by reason or the fact that he was
forced to live undergmund, was constant3y purnied by the enemy,
could not cove aim& in public, and was linable to mait.With them
for full discussion to counterbalance the deatructiire action of the

One ,again Lt. Col, PETERLIN act:ed . as ' the technical
executor of this policy of obstructionism.

910 Thus,. it was that reliable collaborators both within „arid without
his headquarters became feitier.and fewer. Being able to trust so
few persona, NOVAK was forced personally to eaperviee and carry Out
almost all political and Orgenieational mils, Propaganda, I.S.
activities, end operational waters. 	 .

92. In June 1943, the Italians started a new attack against LaRAILOVIC
units in Slovenia; in this operation NOVAK lbst one officer killed,
It. !AMC, and others hadlto be dismissed or sent to hospitals
beCause of physical eirhaustion and illness. The situation 'in his
old area becoming . too precarious, with two units . NOVAK set . out on a
raid in the Venezia Giulia and German-occupied areas then trans-
ferred the built of his affectives to the Krim mountain area. .There
the unit was subjected to Italian air attack, and to ambushes by
the Partisans 'against individual soldiers. Although' these unpro-
voked in.avidual attacks wounded a number of Chethlks,.. NOVAK re-
frained : from reprisals.

93. About mid-July 1943, NOVAK' sent his unit in . march tawards . the Novo
.tfesto area where a new unit Composed of about 100 "SOKO'LS" and
.VL.Ilage Guard deserters Was being- organized. At Ilova Gore., the
detachment was shelled by Italian artillery., and some .days later it
spent two days in crossing the Italian defended reilwaY near Sticna.

. At Ototec, near Novo Mato, both detachments were united, and the
Unit now disposed of '200 effectives. • It meetly repelled a Columnist
attack there, and lost only one man wowried,- -

940 In the 'rneantims„ On the 25th of July 1943, the historic event of
Fascism's fall from poser took place. It. was clear that this event
portended Italy's gradual break from Germany, progressive German
penetration in Italy, arid final occupation. of the greater tart of .
Italian. territory. This outcome had been Predicted by NOVAK in his
1942 pamphlet "Liberty or Death", which stated that Italy would inany . case finiab the war on the Allied side. •• •

950 On the 26th of July, the S. Z. swooned a conference which *as attended
by important politicians and militaz7 representatives in addition
to its regular membership. After lengthy, discussion . it Was decided
that Colonel KL1NAR be sent to infora Italian Cobmander-in-Chief in
Slovenia General .GALTARA that the new 'situation in Italy would Three
Slovenian political leaders to act in the. future without any. repardwhatsoever for Italian authorities (*.), keeping in mind only the
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interests of the SloVenian people. • With reference.to.miLitary
measures, NOVAK aaplaatically pointed out that the time had .come .
for the. Village Guards to break with the Italians if. ..it were wished
that they not fall under German autboritir in the -future. He re-
quested that at least half of the .Villitge Guards, acme .5000 -
10,000 soldiers * Ohould desert the Italians and join Royal Jugoslav
troops under his command, in- order that they might disarm the .
Fascists and fight the Germans it they tried to occupy Slovenia,
and to resist the Coratunists if necessary, and to cooperate with
the Allies against the German enemy. After long negotiation, •
NOZAK I a request was accepted, but as .a. result of the personal in-
tervention of Clerical • leader AVSENEK (now in Rome),* the number was
cut down to oiily 25 pereent of Village Guard effective*, that is,
about 2500 men. NOITAK see fbreed to agree. that
be appointed Commander-iD6Chief of ell -•Village.quucts in.order to
Carry out their union with the Royal Jugoirlav Army in . an orderly
manner; Prf 111 waa given:necessary information concerning . the
movements of ROOKIE; units.

96. At a adisequent•nmeting On the evening of the tame day, tauperis
bad alidady considerably coaled and cotusge had disappeared.
Colonel KUMAR did not, after all, cortact General GATIBARA and
possible 'Violent Italian reaction' againet the politicians was
avoided; again it was considered expedient to treat the Italians
who were not yet mak enengli end "stilldangemus° with 	 due .re- •
gard. NOVAK may not particularly concerned'with those politiciol
aspects, but to his considerable amazement, Clericat representative.
Dr. STARE declared that no definite steps . had been taken that Morn-
ing In connection with.the Village Guards, and -abated that *further
negotiations mot take . place. After further diecussion, then, it
Was . finally- *concl.0 1ed "definitely" that 25 .percent of the Village
Cards .should iMMeCitately desert the Italians and join NCKTAXIs
units; should Gentian intervention take Nace„ the Village Guards
should cots over ftd.NOVAK in their entirety. This agreement was •
reached, hoer4 . only : on the condition that a .adlitary donne:11
Made up of Colonels- MENU,: PRE=.1 and P.snatins and of 'NOVAK be
set up as the instrument of the 5.14 for military matters; under
the orders of General. =mom through NOVA1C Were to be left only

.

the operational enitii.

97	

•

NO'VAK aecepted . these bnalisting -conditions •which . repreeent.ed com
plebe disruption of. the S.Z. Is military program, and an xnnverrented.
interference in the structure of the Royal Jugoslav Army. NOVAK
hoped still to be' able- to fulfill. his Royal Jugioelav Ain* commit-
ment to la-fatcarzo.. PErErpti Wall then authorized to issue neces-

.

sary orders,.to . the Village Guards.

98	

..

•NOVAK then hurried to the Novo Hest* area to reorganize his .unit
there in reparation for a big influx Of Village .Guards, Here,
however, a no* lob* :awaited him: Instead of being 'ordered to join

. the Royal Jugoslav Army, the Village Guards received from FETERLIN
the leritten easier Int to do. Vev./..* intersidng them that they had be-
come the., "Slovenian Amy° under toznearlder4A-Chief E Dqi 1 10o

.

had been appointed. by the S.Z. and 'the'	 council.

99 Sad and disillnitoned following* . anch incredible, deception and
treachery, NOVAK returned to Ljubljana end requested a nevr meeting
of the S.Z. to be attended by the military council. PETERLIN
prudently did not appear. At the nestire NCTIAK ezbibited a copy
of • PHISRL.INI a order to the Village Guards, and Clerical. representa-
tive IMMIX (now in Rome) expressed a favorable opinion in its re-
•gard. This statement, however, was too mach even for the docile •
Liberal. politicians and. the medoers of the adlitsrj . council, andan open break .in the S.Z. appeared imminent. • The mere moderate
membere of the S.Z. again attempted to reconcile NOITAK Is policy
with the Clerical view, but their efforts only led to postponement.
The following day • 24 04 1 11.1 confessed that he had issued the -order
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in question witb ;the :aPpieral of the Clerical politicians, snd
had only demobbed their inetrUctione:

100. Thie use the third . and definite blender im the S.Z.la
olicy, A..blunder Which Coon led to the catastrophe of the Village

Wards, and etill.'lister: to the tragedy of the.Slevenian.	 .
.ConseqUencedf the first eetastrophe.-

...	 .
101 With the . supPert of istOie menbers of the military eo'uncil• TiOV..AX •

•	 .again attempted to "Perdittade • the Clerical politielwe. of the
Validity. of his *ley* lie was first promised 1000 ..men, a figure
subsequently cut to ,400, but it was demanded that-he . pay over
500,000 lire for their ',equipnent. NOVAK made the requfasted
mut, but not a single Clerical follOwer was eel* into. his unite.
Considering its continued existence withc.)ut point, .as . its. ern*
Proposal was .refused, or, if accepted, not maintained, the military
council . with the wteeption of .PicrEn13,1, resigned:

.	 •	 .	 .
102. Wore° still,. Clerical . letaders . not only failed to maintain their

Royel:Jugnela* Ater ObligatiOin but even started to orSataite .
Slovenian (net . .Turiii.air	 Ciletitik uni.t . of their OVill .consisting of
some 30 itten ..under.the eentiand of Dr.. JAN; this Unit attempted to
parauade NOVAE'," Coldiers to desert to it • After . the ser, Dr. JAN,
who had been captured 1,7 the Partisans, was put on trial in
Ljubljana ter having organised MITIAIDNIC Math:lid and for having
ecenitted serleis of twined in tiMAITAVIC Ia name. IdOVAX, admitting
that he knees nothing of the activities of Dr. JAN and hie men,
.forcefully affirms that :TAN nee .never:e contender or a Reyal . Awe-
ala* . unit, .and . that neither he nor his men belenged•to'the maw=
organization: , This, ,holeirtr, is represeitative'ef the general Corn-
muniEst attitude which lays to 121111AILOV1C and his organization all
crimes committed by . others . it is also typical of the attitude of
varioue'traiters and .Chilelings who made unauthorized nee Of
MIHAILOVIC IP s name during the wax's. and who are new trying to excul-
pate themselves on the grounds of pretended affiliation 'with
taRAILOVIC and his organization..

1n.3. Clerical reluctance to order, the Village Guards into the Royal
Jugoslav Arnw can be attributed to their Separatist tendencies and.
to their tear that the Guards might have been disarmed by the
Italians, a step which would have deprived the l eartz, of the .armed
fortes required for impoSition of their policies in the future.

1.04. The Clerical Party's separatist tendencies were clearly demonstrated
by their charges of parrSerbianisna leVelled Against General. •
WfAIIDYIC and*NOVAK; this line, strangely enough, nas the one also
followed by the Communists, Still greater evidence of their ampere-
tiet tendencies appeared in 1945 at the time of the 'German collapse
when, together with lesser politicians, moat of .then collaborationists,
the Clericals proclaimed the State Of Slovenia, the Slovenian Govern-
ment, and the Slovenian Army, all independently of General 103111310VIC0

3A5. As concerned submiasion• to 'the Italians, the Clericals were com-
pletely influenced .by Colonel Vlactindr VAUMilr who subsequent to
the Italo-Cerman meeting at . Tarviddo„ predicted that the Italians
would persevere in maintenance of their alliance with the Germans
This prediction was •sufficient to dispel the veatiziP/ . wurage of the
Clerical politicians who, after apparently getting some glimpae of
light on the day of MUSSOLINI fs fall, 'soon returned. to their .normalState of 'passive timidity.

106., It was quite apparent that the situation in Italy and in .hér . Army .was undergoing .a; great change. The Italians. former energy in perse- •
cuting both the Partisans and the Clntniks gradually, vane& Their
artillery we placed On the German frontier and provided With radio
equipped observation points. They provided the Partisans with.
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armament.-and food.- Thew attempted to establish' sox:tat:to with
both Partisan and Chetnik leaders, • In the face of thia situation,
a. German division took over protection of the Laubljanaarrieste
railway, despite the feat .that there were Italian garrisons along
its entire length. .In ljdbljena the Gestapo. .openly inetalled .it-
self as an agency to observe the Italian authorities. The -Atm..;
tion became so tense that the slightest incident wed have led to
Open clash between German and Italian troops.

107. In tho event of a defird.te . break between the Italians and the
Germans* it vale logitimate to assume • ° Slovenia would have been oc-
cupied by the Germane, and the. following questions arose: That
would be the attitude of the Italian troops in the Germans .began
to disana them? that vamild be the attitude a the Partisans and the
White Vtllive Guam*? Should the Slovenians continue to fight •among
themselves instead of joining forces in an attack against the still
relatively small German forces dieyereed over a.large area and di-
vided into isolated groups along the Ljubljarta-Trieeite line? would
it be possible to cut German lines of communicationi• tbuld it be
possible tar /Wa l e :wall nate to continue .proteebing the Allied
radio stations and.to continue. maintaining comamnications with Cairo?
Would the Allieta, intervene in• such a difficult situation?•

/CS. In the face of these difficult questions NOVAK acted along the lines
of the following policies set down by General LEHIAIL(PIC:

a) Obtain adherence to the 1031AILOVIC• organization of the 10 to
12,000 Villam Guards in order to be able to protect the ALlied

• radio stations and to oontinue cooperation with Allied Head-
quarters in _Cairo.	 •

'Avoid all unneemseari.cletbee with the Portion, and oppose
the Germane to the vastest, possible extent..

,	 .	 .
c) • Relations With the ittAiltria to be nainted.ned tie the baits of

their Own attitude and according to instruCtiOne 4"sion Cairo.

109.. At that Lillie . it mull have been ,thest advantageous to both the
organiMation and to the . Allies if the latter had sent

into the important Slovenian' area vd.th its Austriae4ta14en communi-
cation lines, a Member of the Cairo Headqtiartets with enough authority
to:impoae. hie .jariadictiOn. over ail :parties. HMV 's suggestion to
Cairo that such a course would obtain a mairimum result in action
against the Germans, was without emcees...	 •	 •

110. In the meantime, NOVAH had divided •his , effectives into lbw units:

a) The I'De/eAlski :.odred!, in. the Ribnica area., which grew to a
strength of 200 men and was attempting -to establish contactwith Chetnik3 in Croatia..

b) The torenjeld odreda which reached a strength ok 50 men
operated on the Germin frontier for the purpose of raiding
German territory and gathering information as to German move-
ments and:intentions..

c) nPrimoreld. octred%,:vhi.	AGO grew to a strength of . 50 men, was
located in the Ov. -Tri lintlia area and was aitaigned . to raiding
operations against the Gorizia area and to observation of the
Italians; in this area there was located a more or lees inde-
pendent radio station. belonging to the Cairo nettork.

d) "Ljubljanski °drool", .strength about 50 men, was located at St.
Paul near Ljubljana, for the purpose of accepting volunteers
from that city, and to protect the principal radio station
operating with Cairo and with General HIHAILOVIC.
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111. All these groupa maintained radio liaison among thews-Wes and
with NOW a Ljubljana headquartws; NCNAK I s hetukoarttes was in
direct separate wit communication with IMIAILOVIC t s headquarters.

112. Under the cirounnttusei, this was the most favorable disposition
of forces for the purpOse of gathering information and maintaining
radio communicationeK It also served as insurance against being
casually overrun by Gorsian or Ita3.isit ibroes and, last but not
least, it see the best dispoad.tion for reception and mobilisation
of volunteers The units' position however, especiaily in he
Ribnie,a area, would have beep precailous in case of a Partin=
attack in force.

113. The Communists unfortunately decided to attack only while NOVAKts
• tu-d,ts were still week and isolated, and to fere° Village Guards

and Pattisans to join their mat 'organization after destruction of
NOVAK' a forces, Considering the Chetniks as the only Organisation
capible of offering competitien in futtire political development,
the Partisans ceased fighting the Italians and Village Guards and
concentrated solely on NOVAKis unite. Towards the end of August,
they attacked the detachneint. at .Ortitek in the Ribnica area, but
were repelled with heavY losses.

114. Finally convinced that further negotiation with the pplitiatans
would be use.leae, that. the. Village Guards had no inteatien of
joining his forces, and that sudden deielopser*.s might jilacie his
snail effectives in a desperate od.tuationo NOVAK suggested to

• tGliAILITIC that his Slotrealan units be reinfOrced witli Chetniks
from th e Like area vitiate all strength was being wasted in the use-
less and nevereaxling PattisansChotnik warfare, LUNAILOVICI gave
his approu1 to the suggestion and ordered Lt. Colonel BJELAJAC to

• send about 500 Tait& into . 1112oVenia from SrPske Ildorevide.
o•

.	 .

115. Ai WEIAJAC was reluctant to carry !ant biaodera inimagately, NCVAK
.visited him in an attempt to persuade . him Of 'the hopeless lituation
Of his 2 to 3,000 .rman force irt the event -of :Italian capitulation.
NOVAK painted the advantage of uniting the two -forces:, NOVAKte
organization had too maw officers BJELAJAC s s too few; MIMIC: die-
posed of a - tveli,orgariiied radio net strid'ecninunicaticnt'With the
Allies B.MAJAC- had none . and finally, united, the two forces would
greatly out-nmuber the Partisans, whose strength in Slovenia was
barely 2,0d0, whereas BJELAJAC t s troops in lika were in the minority.

116. NOVAE also pointed oitt the pessibilities at forcing . the Village
• Guardia to join. such a united fotice and of zeceiving nonrCommunist

elements..who wished to desert the Partisans. In this manner it
would be pose:Able soon to reach a strength of about. 15.,PPO (Sitwhich could succesaftally , 'resist the Gertane in the . evanti.Of . Italian
capitulation • could reSiat the Givirmatieta if Usesessiy,- and . 'could
disarth. all•uhts preferring to surrender to the Gennape rather than
to fight theta. :*Thaie, it . was.pOluted out, cOopertation"with the
Allies could be matititited even under Geossui-octupatien.

117. Agreeing on principle, BJXCAJAC shelled . reluctance and was 'uncertain
as to the possibility' lainediately carrying out the -propaeal; this
despite the fact that he' 'too, bad also received an impression' of •

• • Imminent Italian collap4.- For the time being he consented to send
• into Slovenia only a brigade of 300 volunteers to Come•under .NOVAK

personal oommand. During. the .next 2 or 3 days, however, negotiatione
bore no fruit.. As NOVAK t ia presence woe. urgently required in. Ljubljana,
it was .agre:ed . that the brigade Would be under the command of
MANOVIC (who later died in Rome), and that his troop° should join.

• NOVAK 1. a units south of KOcevje. NOVAK tarnished BJEIAJAC With a
radio sit and the Operatei HAM • KORITNIK, in order to establish

•communications with the Ljtibljana headquarters. In view of' the
• urgency of the situation, during, his visit to I3JELAJAC, NOVAK per-

suaded his friend Captain KAPETANOVIC, commander of the tledak Chetnik
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Brigade to earns over to his forces, should HJELAJAO continual
Irresolizte.

118. Returning to Ljubljana, NOVA learned that the Germans had located
the radio stations, in the Village of St. Paul. A German pollee
wilt reinforced -by an TtaLian battalion inderrtook a surprise
attack against the Ljubljana detaciment. NOVAK o s unit was forced
to Wit hdraw but managed-to save the radio sets; the Gamins c.aptured
Captain HAMM, however, as well as all food and equipment.

U9. After this unfortunate September 1943 episode, NOVAK managed to
to-establish contact with the Unit, and radio cormunications with
Cairo and General 11:11ArD3VIC were soon ftraticriring efficiently again.

120. On 6 SepteMber, 1943 NOVAK visited his two units the ”Primorskin
and neoreinjekin Detachments in the Sv.	 ICralja arm and in-

'	 structed them to withdraw iitto Veliessia Giulia, taking Irvith them if
possible the Village Guards, IA the event of German penetration
into Italian-ocaupied territory; the mite were also ordered to
mobilize volunteers in Venezia Giulia and to disarm all Italians who
did not desire to resist the &mans. The radio operator VEIZEI-
ADAM waa given the order to sat independently in maintaining cosi-
municatien with Cairo in the event he should be cut off from the
rest of his unit.

121• A* won as he had been informed by BJKLAJAC that ' a, 'group ce 300
• Chatniks were ezuvute from Smite noraviee to the Noce* area,

NOVAK 'ordered Ids unit at Ortnek to .procoed to the village Of
Groarioe in order to eetablish contact:with the Chetrdks caning
from Croatia. It was NOVAK's intention to unite bath detachments
into One unit to operate in the region eiceith of Kotaije Whit/ had
become a ncomandlaalid, subseqaerit 	 vd.thdraval. It also was
planned to establish thsCe .1Miepeatient .operational area for
the reeeption of flatly:1i; reinfOrteelents from Lika and of airs-drape
of personnel and iratiterie,1 0* Cairo. ' Prom this base effective
operations against the Geniaris &Mktbemaunted.

122. On 7 and 8 November, radio messages from , Grl'' wiled anal:flawed'	 that
NOVAK I e unit, there Wee tinder strong Partisan attack. On 8 September
a radio massager from the Chetnik group at Srpidte tbravioe announced

, that it 'was , sprouts to Kocevje and that it had already established
radio cOmemnication with the Grcarice unit. Thus it was expected
that the tax) units wired join force the follawin; day, despite tre
Partisan attack against Grcarice. Then, much to everyone's surprise,
the Italian armistice was announced on the night of 8..9 September
1943; the Chetnik unit whioh wail already nearing Greariee, instead
of proceeding with all energy towards Kocevje in order to Wee over
all Italian Army equipment aid to join afterwards the unit at
Grcarice, exploiting the confusion -of the armistice period, re-
turned to Srpske . r.Saravicp. The Partisans, on the other hand,- took
full advantage of the situation disarmed the Italian garrison, and,
reinforced by an itation,Artill:ry group and Italian officers, re-
turned to Grcarice to continue the fight against NOWAK is unit there.
For the Communists; the project of destroying the TIGULTIOVIC units
reoeived full pricialtaq Italian*, Germans, and Village Guards were
of secondary importance.

123. The fate of the 200 Chetnike Grcarice was sealed. Surrounded by
.3 to 4000 Partisans reinforced with heavy Italian artillery that
set the village in flames, its ememarder EOM fatally wounded, its
beat officers and men k11led, without water and emulation s, its
radio communications with NOVAK l a headquarters tut, the Oat con-
tinned fighting desperately for two more days. Finally the remain-
ing members of the Unit accepted the Partisan offer to emse action,
under the condition that they be permitted to withdraw with their
weapons towards Trieste where Allied troops were reported to have
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landed rhea firing ceased, the Partisans rushed into undefended
Chetnik positions ditarming and capturing the soldiers. Major
DORM atill alive, committed suicide. After some ueeks, all the
Chetnikawere killed,, the wounded having been slaughtered' in their
beds. Only a voupia 10 men escaped after having killedtheir •
guards. To satisfythe ' regeiremeete of their prOpaganda, theiCom-
muniets even put a-nueber of Chetnik officers and soldiers an trial
(the nKocev3en trial) and condemned thmeto death together with a
number ot Quislings and even the murderer of NONAK es late deputy
Captain LESJAK,

124. Some aaye later, NOVAK's Ljubljana unit, which had unsuccessfully
attempted to break through the Partisan linos toward Grcarice, with-
drew ..to Zapotek. FrOsa here the last radio messages were sett to
Cairo by VT operator Talif-7-BIAZ, and to General ClHAILOVICts
headquartere by TVT operator BRICELJ. Attacked by overwhelming
Partisan forces supported by Italian infantry and armored care, the
unit . ma forced to withdraw toriards.IdublIsna after'havinesuffered
bee* casualties, and most of the 'troop* were captured by the
Germane. Some of the. troops, 'especially the Munded, fell into, the
hands of the Partisans and Were immediately massacred.- —the chief
operator of the stattaa'ineoimunicatiOn with Cairo was captured
and shot by the Partisans. wit operator MICELI on the other hand,
me 014 to escape, but lost his radio est.

125. Of NOVAK's forces there thus remained only the "Primorekin end
morenjakin detect:Wants on the Italia-German frontier there the
first and, up to that time, only fighting against - the*Cermane took
place.	 e an. Italian, Partisan, and Village Guard • ftrrees amre
engaged in 'fightingMeng theesilves or in surrenderiag to the
Germans, the nCorenjskin unit was ordered to redipt.the Germans;
it was, of cOuree, greatly outmebered and me forced soon to with-
draV. Subeeeuent.Parttmku attadke against the Germans, after they

-bad destroyed W. awl/ units -and Village Guard fOrtes,.came tea
late as the ensey had intheeesuztime pedevied and conselidated.
strategic positions. They -were able easily to.répel . the Partieans,
and they established the luis/ing regime of General RCP= and his
Doman:tee.

126, .Seeing . that continued-existenee of his units Under.sueb-eircumitaneee
could. only cause Unnecessary bloodehed and sacrifice Without 'serving
the Allied cause, NOVAK deactivated the remnants of his forces and
organisation, and dismissed all their members. Informing General

'LIHAXIOVIC of the reasons for . his decision, NOVAK agaie reeommided
that another Slovenian deputy, capdble of arriving at a modMviveedi
with the Clerical leaders, be appointed.

/27. It TIQW became iMperative that NCNAK himself move out of the area in
Order to avoid the Germans who were actively' marching :for. ling they
had already . requisitioned the home ofths. KR1STOP where NOVAK Was
hiding, and had looted it complete4. .NOVAK managed to escape- at
the lastmoment . but his deputy Colonel PRESELJ and, a few days later,
his radio operator Engineer STEMBOV'were arrested. STUABOVI s arrestcut off NOVel e remaining radio liekleith-MINAlLOVIC.

SAL In 'this situation NOVAK decided to .flee Trieste and proceed to Rome,
tAking along withhim g/T operator lBRICELJ, although thelatter had
already came under the influence of - elements unfavorable to NUFAK'sactivities.

129, NOVAK appointed Colonel KLINAR his deputy in ' Ljebljana fertile pur-
Poso of taking care of his ex-soldiers and fallen comrades -prov16-

.ing him with funds necessary forthe.purebse. KLINAR i.aid;c1 by Dr.KROSELJ, was ordered to keep abreast or developments in Slovenia to
attempt to establish tommunicationt with	 C, and to maintain
contact with NOVAK by courier and, if possible, by radio.' KLINAR
was further inatructed to continue r/T . actiVitieb through VENOM-.ADAM, the remaining Cairo.r/T operator who Ma in the ST, Tri Kraljaarea. For this purpose, NOVAK furnished KLIMA with a radio set
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wht. ch was later aeized by the QUislings and with 	 operator
BOAST, later killed by the CommUniets.

130. This was the end of NOWAX t s actiiity in Slovenia. On 26 September
1043, travelling on false documents identifying him as Crest citi-
zen Ivan JAMAS, he left for Trieste.

131. On 12 October 1943 he arrived in Rome where he intended to remain
until the city's liberation

*
 or'Until the first opportunity of

creasing the d e Ian a n lines into Allied territory. -A few day* later,
W/T operator BR=31.1 arrived. It was NOITAK s a intention to tiltab-
lish and maintain a radio 1.1a1son with Slovenia and with General
UllikILOVIC„ to 'inform tilHAILOVIC of the Slovenian developments
which had forced him to come to Rome, to join the Allies and to re-
port to their Cairo 'headquartere, and to place himself at the dis-
position of his governizent and arear for further orders.

132i. In Rome, NOV& contacted and Maintained relations with the iiigealter
tion to the Holy See (Nonteignor HUSCATELLO,*ConnielOr 'MEM,

and KOTNIX), with tfonsignor BUgh OtriABElit'f, and with British
o11ABDER8, an exiisrieoner . of war, furnishing them infO#eition

abdut. the edtuatiOn in Sloivienia for their respective goierivisints.

133. A radio receiver naS bought,BRIOEIAt constructed a titniiitter,
and in November .190 1 radio Unison was established with chineroi
KLITAILOPIC. A Certain ametuit of equipaent tor the trananitter was
obtained froilbaltah COlonel:PATAIERI, a member Of the Ad* under-
ground. Probst:ay beeautie of technical shortaotingi of eqUiPinent in
Slovenia, it itaS impossible to itabatflish radio contact With Ljubljana;
thus,; it yds rietitesary to re.V or becasional couriers.

134. From Rome, NOVAK again forwarded funds to Ljubljana for the families
Of his fallen soldiers, and forwarded the intonation that in Rome
it was ,possible to Shelter and maintain such officers and Soldiers
in Slovenia as 'were in danger Of arrest by the Germane or forcible
Mobilization into (.1 u 43. ng General RUPNIKe s Doszibran az*. Thui
there arrived in Rake the office* liiijor DRUM, the . Woe Drotbtjts,
ratiOTAR, and PAVLIC, and the aOldiere V'RTOVEC, ingrrE, =di and
KIEL TheY had no. special Mitisiion in Rome4 but were Only to remain
in hiding. 'The ,entire group was provided with tale identity docu-
ments obtained by purchase. At thia time NOVAIt'went - under the alias
Prof. Bruno AlICADI, and lire. KRISTOF was known aa rre. Ciovarna
MARCONI.

135. Among- the Slovenian politicians 1410 arrived in Rome• during this
period were the 'Clericalei AVSENEK, GODINA, mar and KRALT, and
the Liberale	 MAWS, • UTNIK, and URSIC; as Rome's libera-
tion did not appear Immihent, the 'two latter 'returned to .S2Oven.la
while the others remained. Of this group, ?MAK I° mein contact was
with Dr. BREZIGAR., His only contact with the Clericals wan on one
occasion when Dr. XRALT instated upon a nesting atwhiCh ho' requested
NOVAK to furnish a declaration for the Allies concerning events in
Slovenia identical te. one . being prepared by the other politicians.
Feeling that he Would perjure himstalf by doing so, !MAX refused.

136.. At last 'there arrived in Rome the Slovenian "enfant terrible ,' Vojuoda
Dobrosav .1EVD.TEVIC, an intelligent man, fluent in several languages,
good orator with a strong .mass appeal, a pOlitician with chaMeleon-
like ability to change color, even during, the war a . pleasure and
money seeker, highly ambitious, and extresely : garruloUs. In Herze-
govina, he had aroused the Serbian people to 'resistance, against the
Croatian Detascba; with both overt and secret Italian support, he
had organized his own Chetnik groups to fight the Croats and the
Communiats he had arranged- flacCommodatiorus n with the Italian authori-
ties had Carried on ,a number of double games, and had also managed
to furnish considerable useful information to the Allies. He later
established relations with General MIHAIIMC to whose organtiation.
he rendered a - number of valuable service, but still more diatervices.
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GenerallgHAILOVIC could never completely Count upon JanDJEVIC
upon wbom.he. had.no power, to impose. bia personality or his points
of vikai Thus, J130,1E710 carried oitusing and mis.uding General
MIHAILOVIC I s flame . wherlaw fit. MIHAILOVIC never agreed with
the,activitisa carried on by JEMJEVIC, usually did not even know.
in What such activities consisted. -4EMJEVIC often sent false in-
formation VIRAILOVIC in the hope of obtaining the /attar's-
benevolence and stamp of legitiMacy. Although he professed special
talents in the field Of I.S..activities, JEVOJEVIC was incapable of
distinguishing between important facts and trivia, and was completely
lacking in the l,lconditio sine:qua non" Of this delicate field,
ability to maintain security. Although he did furnish a certain
amount of useful inforaaid.ft along with a mass Of useless details,
JEMJEVIC publicly boasted that he VOA "an Englidh spy" and that he
was in radio. contact with' General M1HAILOVIC. fly the summer Of 19441
JEVDJEVIC had gone 92 tar in his Childish and dangerous boasting

,that General ' UIRAILOVIC tea-forced publicly to disavow any oanneoh,
tionmdth him. In spite of theadthious aspects of his activities,
jEMJEVIC was not Actually.. pro-Gercan or pro./tallan and he did not
wish to.bring amp ham to the =HAM= organisation; pursuing his
own politicaland personal aims, however . JEVDJEVIC was not greatly
bothered by tactical questions and stooped to the basest ways air!
means of attaining his arida, exalting his on beloved person as moth
as. possible, and . aurrOanding himself by uarthless, nellpsid, but
obedient_peopIe.

137.. NOVAKi s first ' meeting mithJEVDJEF1C las in Ljahllana, where the -
latter had come on private business in the suiner . of1143. He gave
NOVAK certain inforhation concerning ChetnIks lathe Likw

IL
area and

gave Mott= messages'to:be forwarded to Genera/ ElflAOVIC. In one
massage he' reported that he could not attack the Italians as re.
.qaested by GeneraliffliAILOVIC, as the IInd Italian Army.11eadvarters
tad allegedly informed him that. in the event of an armistice the

-Italians WishódteAUrn■ all arewiirrar to his'Ohatnika. ImAxibvic,
expressing his lack of benefit ,JEVPJEVICI * "diplOWatic *Mu,
replied that he did nOt want anything from the /talians, and that
the latter Mould do far . better to negotiate with the Allies. 'The
othermesaage dealt with: 1) 1:pl 1 8 preposal . thet he should'ProCeed
to Switzerland as TAIBAlLCOC te political representative "and eMissery
to set up channels	 ferwarIing!	 funds to the organization. This
proposal, , to0,:waa refused MflIAIIDVXC who doneidered.JEMJEVICIs
qualificatiOnalar short of those required int/16 . am of *ma a
delicate mission. 'JEVDJEVIC, of course, Spoke openIy'of these mes-
sages. and within a few days : their content°, along with a number of
other items of information, Were kszavtist to 'the Italians and the Com-
=nista.,

138. Mien JEMjEVIC appeared in Rome he Was foreed, probably for the
first time - and the ]at . during the tar, to live underground.
The entire Axis preen was full of his recent activities with the
Italians against German and Croatian interests. Therefore when
JEVDJWIC requested an appointment with NOVAK, the latter

 Therefore,

agreed. On this occasion he gave the interesting news, to be for-
warded to HIHAILOVIC, tbat he was in contact with numerous groups of
British and Jugoelay lne.prieoners of war in Bologna, Padova, and
Monte Grappa; these prisoners had sewed after the armistice and,
according to JEVDJEWIG I s story, he was furnishing funds for their
maintenance. Hp also gave information on German AA defenses in
Bologna, andother military information. Naturally, he requested
MIHAILCTIC to furnish him money.

139. In reply, EIHAIIMIC instructed NOVAK to accept JEMJEVIC's collab-
oration in gathering information, to provide hira with funds neces-
sary for himself and his agents, to check the reliability of his
information, to intensify activities and gather the greatest
possible amount of information on German zaavementa in Italy,
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information Which was at great value to the Allies to whom
HIHAILOVIC re-transmitted it.

140. .NOVAK e s position was now one of considerable danger, in view of.
the possibility that Osman and Fascist OE agencies might locate
hie:transmitter in Rome and'airesthim ' on charges Of espionage..
It should be kept in mind that even listening to Allied radio -
broadcasts was at that tine punishable by sentences ranging up
to death in severity. Collaboration with the talkative and bOast
ful JEVD3EIC immeasurably increased this danger,

141. In Rome, NOVAK learned to his considerable amazement that the
Jugoslav Government was sending large sums of money through its
Legation to the Holy See to the "Slovenska ftvesa n (Slovenian Union),

'chiefly for organization and maintenance of Jugoslav armed forces.
Previously, NOVAK had not been informed, of this. arrangement for re-
ceiving funds from abroad; it was evident that such information was
kept from NOVAK by the politicians in order to increase their con-
trol over him. He therefore initiated the necessary ateps to put
an end to this method of transmittleg funds, and to provide for a
direct payment to the HIHAILOVIC organization. After his arrest
by the Germans, however, the original manner of payment eentinued.

142. In November, accompanied bra nuMber of his officers and eoldiers,
NOVAK s tried to cress the German lines south of Rome with the help
of Monsignor OTLABERTI. Upon reaching Fiuggi, however, the group
found that the front was stabilized and closely guarded by the'
Gormand-, and was forced to return to Rome. 	 •

143. In early December, NOVAK came down with a serious attadk . of pneur-
monia and was forced to stay in bed until the middle of January
1944. In this condition it Wag impossible forhim to supervise the
activities of JEVDJEVIC, rft Operator BRICELJ, and the others, all
of whom soon came into contact with persons contrary to the
NIHAILOWIC organization and to NOVAK.' ERMELJ especially was sub-
jected to pressure . in an effort to persuade Mato stop working for
NOVAK and to break off the contact with MIHAlLOVIO Ey the Clericals

•	 in Rome as represented by CODINA, by General RUFNIK's:Domebran.
circles, and by'Dr.1KROSELJ, BRICELJ was asked to 'cobs over tO the
opposition and to return'to • Ljubljana. SlaOko IMMO ZELEN, an .
ex,member,of the . 71111AIIMIC organizations also attempted to persuade
EtRICEIJ to return.

144. This situation was sepeciaLly critical, as the loss of BRICELJ,
NOZAK , s only remaining 7/T operator would force suspension of the
contact with LaHAILOVIO,,ex4 would Make impossible the project of
establishing direct contact with Allied headquarters in Bari; this
latter project was planned in agreement with British Major !SEDERS
and Monsignor MIME= in order to speed up and increase efficiency
of service. As ERZ= bad arranged technical details of the serv-
ice-with MANDERS, there was a possibility that the former might pos-
sibly misuse the future link with the Allies in Hari if he were not
under close supervision. NOVAK therefore refused to confer further
with J_CURI, and cut off his contact with Dr. KROSEIJ in Ljubljana
who --/irlinw. • ed not to be loyal.

1450 In order to maintain closer surveillance over BRICELPs activities,
he and his radio set were 'installed in NOVAK e s home where his work
would be under the direct supervision of Mrs. KRISTOF. This course
greatly increased the personal danger of NOVAK who was ill and bed-
ridden. BRIOELJ, however, worked or not much as he pleased, often
saying that it was impossible to make contact0 nucatime to time,
however, considerable valuable information was sent to VIHAILOVIC
for transmission to the Allies.

146. Notwithstanding NOVAK's considerable difficulties, his activities
were highly appreciated by MIHAIIMIC, who sent al:lose/age disapprov-
ing NOVAK t s intention of awaiting the Allied liberation in Rome, and
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ordering him to withdraw gradually to Slovenia, remaining behind
the German lines, where he should organize a new LS. against the
Germans on a large scale in order to continue the work interrupted
by the everts of September 1.943.

1117. This latest order forced a revision of all previous plans, and
NOVAX spent the last days of the year of 1943 in stuclying the
asumer in Which the order should be *carried out, /attempting to

. foresee. all possibdlitiee and probabilities in connection with future
LS. activities which had nothing to do with his former operational

•role in Slovenia. In the future, NOVAE felt, he met act etclus-
iveay in the interests of the Allies, either directly or through
•General UIRAILOVIC.

148. !Weir, states NOM, "I could only obey It

149 1943 military operations in Tie and Sicily eIearly demonstrated
that even with German Emmert the Italian Ai* was • no longer Capable
of reasting Allied.preasure. Philo /tali= forces- in Tunis still
showed some combative spirit, events on Pantelleria, Lampedusa, and
Sicily brought about a complete breakdeem not - only among the troops
but -also in the Idghest commend levels. The arnogant runner With
which the Germans treated their Italian comrades, not excluding the
highest mi-litary . leaders, 'was not at all conducive-1.o azointenanee
of the loyalty of the . Italian authorities anct.pOPulatien to the
'German Ally.: :It was qUite plain to see that an Open .break „would
develop .secitier or later; even numeroas•membera of the Paso:Let Party
Were tired of the- War and continued collaboration with the Geronns.

.	 .	 .
150. Contrary to the eicpeetations of Certain high political and military

eirclee, EX/SSÓLINI 'did hot denounce the' all/swim ,withl:Germany during
his 19 Ally 1943!cleatirig with MILER at Peltro,.:anci an 25 . julY
wag' swept frail POusr. Bath the Italians and the der:Mina were ..well-
aware of the eignifieance o IMISSOISITP a• removal:-
undertook official steps" towards an • agreement with' the Allies, and
the GeMans began their occupation of the vital Austris13renner-
Italy and LjubljanadTrieste lined of communioation-in Italy, and
took the neceesary ...precnutionarrneasures.in the Genoa, Spezia,
Bologna, and Rene areas. ..Conferaticee Of Italian and Carr= 'leaders
at TarvisiO on 6 AUgust, -and'atikologna •on. '14 . August, serired only
to gain time for both sides whidie were attempting to dissanble their

• respective -aims.

1516. General Gaston.. GADHARA, • cotroander *of the 11th Army Corps .in
was an executive -member of the, group 'Of top!curicieg Italian offiters
who .prepared. the rupture' between Germany and' Italy; this group
eluded BADCGLIO, -ALMOSIO, ROMA • CASTELLANO, CARBONI, and .ROSSI...
As La. now kno.on, GAI1BARA. had bee:appointed .to take over the mobile
forcea of Ahe • Vrath Italian Army in 170110zitt .13101iii and of the 11th

•tome of the .IInd Array in Sloverda,. and to prepare plane. 'for des-
truction of German 71st Division forces in Sleverda„ to.. cut Cersoai.
lines of communication between L4ubl3ana-Trieste-- 'and Udine-Trieste,
and to defend the ports of Trieste . and Fiume until the :expected
landing of Allied %roepe had taken place.. In order to. carry out
this mission GALTIARA had to atteept'' to obtain the cooperation of
local .Chetnirc and Partisan force*,

152. General...GA:MARA,. certainly, ' behaved far better in Slovenia. than .did
his predecessor', the-.atrotious General RoBarrx.• Both from personal
conviction and as a consequence of his e.lashee with liarehal RCEIMEL
in Africa in 1942, GALISPA was decidedly anti-German. German be-
havior subsequent to 25 July, only served to ' confirm hisGerman . attitude.

153. After large scale mopping-up operations in the Novo Mato area,
mounted for the purpose of capturing NCVAX, the Italians attempted
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to contact him through persons thought to ea3oyhi friendthip
or favor: -Among these were Captain NADRAN, Col.. VIM, Dr.
ZAJC, and ZMIVIK. NOVAK informed =TAM= of the Italian de-
sire to contest hint , the latter advised- ref‘asal : of faxcb. contact
for tie timebairg. Then,, about 21d4uly 10143.,: Genera/. °AMARA.
acting through ZASC . insisted ,on a • meeting. NOVAS then intbrised
Allied hem .ukluarters of anti-Gerean terdendiets in the Italian Army,
and- of the -passibility of organising allifth Column .within /tali=
.units in Slovenia. . Palos:tag. Calro os inetruetions to study the
matter 41,nd report more . fully, WM 'consented to meet GAISBARA.
The first . meeting was Only of • an introductory nature. and OM nego-
tiations were oonduated. Beth principals, however, Were well-

•aware of the baste reason for their conference... At this tilt
ALMAAre. only point of in:dotes* was that the 'Osz s . should nut

be •prevoked.

1546 At .the ' : next meeting" fundamentals were discussed. After -preliminary
disoueisicm of his future plane- and activities. against the . Comensn-
tate NOVAK .asked. that all -witnesses. be diamiesed,-• 	.the. tw3 die-
cUssed the possibilities of an . -allianse in the near..Zuture against
the .Gerimane.. CINVIAlik agreed in full with =AK, but as neither •
had the neceeeary authorissatien to isegotiate each an important

:Matter the discuasion remained a . strictly ,personal*OnsE .Without
•zeirosittment.* from either' aide.

155. Some dais. later 'NOVAK received a• message from Cairo.instruCting
him: :to euter.:negotia.tione with GAIIBARA, to persuade him of • the
'neceitiitY for breaking.with the germane aivt collaborating with. the
Allies, 'and to insist that GAMBARA .accept. NOVAK as the go-between
in negotiatiOns with Cairo. • •

,	 .	 •	 ,	 . „
156. •Onttati baste, then, NOVAIC intersect GAMMA, to the latter'. satin-

faction, that he Was antborlied to negotiate.. At the rteig several
-Meetings technical .details of a posiiible firtUre 303.4.-aOtiOn
against the Oermani. were -dieCusted. • GAUBARA. Wished to _know to
/hat 'extent .ho coii34 count Upon Allied aid spinet the :Germans.
•:Cairo's s reply that foe the time 'being Allied intereinition would
consist in air ilApportideogy discouraged GAMARA who had hoped in
an Allied landing in the Trieste area. • %its naturally Allied -
operational . plans could,not be •revealed, but the pOseihtlity'-of
such an Allied lanclimg.was Impacted •by the Geravais ,quite as much
as by the

157. At' one fauctice..GaLIBARA • inquired as: to the .ravaber of effeeti' yes
-NOVAK . could: mobilize against, the Germans. At that time the latter
disposed of only 100 to 200 men who were fully oecnivied • lx: pro-
tecting the.lradici stations,. but he Estill hoped' that 930ner or •
later.,the : politiatans Would- order the Village Orcarde to.-join his
:units in which .4:gwe he would dispose of some 12,00 troops in ad-

to the 2 . to :3,000 Chet:like from the Lila area.. .Neelising
that -scab forcielould be poorly a, GAitiARA offered to :Provide
necessary weapons and equipment; NOVAK,' hoping that all requirements
would.be provided by the Allies, refused the offer. •

.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
158. Both GAEBARA and NOVAK realized that the Village Guards : were in no..

..condition'to.offer effective rest:style. to the 'Germans. GAMBAR, A,
„well-,awitre of ,NOVAKIepropeganda caispaign aimed at persuading the
	  Guards to cease collaboration with the Italians and join

: FAS-A:nits, insisted that the matter be. settled. in a legal form, .
ext one which wild savage 1i.t Arzy. Ninon he insisted, that
is,- upon the dismissal. front . Village Guard units of all elements'
desirous of .joining NOVAK , es organization.'To this end, GAMBOA
was ready te'appoint DEBELJAK • and V.OSNER to act :as .Village Guard
inspectors to act on NOTAK te behalf in counter-balansing Clerical
influence against the TIMAIWATIC . organizatiori. NOVAK, on the other
hand, was firm in his Contention that Village Guards should Cease • •
useless collaboration with, the ' Italians and should deport Vie*whether the Italians liked it or not.. It was iinpoesible for CAMARA
and :NOVAK to agree on this' point, and the letter continued to call
upon the Village Guards to desert and join his -organization.

4 :-
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159. NOVAK asked Cairo headquarters to furnish weapons for 12,000 men,
and Cairo forwarded the request to London for *decision.

160. Cairo asked that GAM' ARA shOuld Aquila detailed information cow..
• morning Gentian forces in Italy' preper as NMI's information re-

ferred only to Slovenia., MUMMA. 'refused to engage •perec.mally
espiona,go but he .offered to furnish NOVAR e s agents facilities for
traveling among the Germans for the .purpose of surveillance.
Ftirthermore, when German troops 'began to penetrate into Slovenia
and it Nuts neeesaary to keep Cairo constantly informed, GAMMA
even furnished a document for one of 'Cairo's 17/T operators; this
document exempted 'the operator and his . baggage ,- thicb .consisted •
of 'a euitcase-type recelver-tratraitter - frOm (march at control
points.

161. Towards the end of Atotat, GAUDARit •requested that a British officer
authorize to negotiate . Mal agreement* be parachuted into tioulPs
Operational area. • Cairo, trotortunately, did not are to the re-
'queet...:Sucti a qualified officer, wedded with 'Written credentials
•and directives; at that* time aohd not only have obtained GAMBOA. ' a
collaboration. in tshe, Allied cause hut stoet..likely. COuld also have
perseeded the • Partiseind and Village Wards to join forces for action
against the Germans. The Allies, anfertunatel,y, had too little con-
fidenra in the good uill and .. seestority conizoionerese of ,ltalian•political
rad Military leaders.' . Thia understandable lack of confidence in
the enemi.ee . of yesterday aid *friend* of tomorrow led not only to the
()rapist. collapse of the Italian Army, but was dirt:02Y against

interests in that it permitted the Germane to °caw . a large
•'part of Italy ant to take .. over "practically •intact all coraunications

in'etrategicaLlY important Slovenia,. as 'well as in Italy,

1620 It 'is still bellowed that GAMMA, even had he been left to his awn
devious mold have acted 	 . against the • Germans after
the .Itallgut Aredetice, had 'he • been in Slovenia and in contact with
NOVAE. Unforturately, hedit.not return to Slarenia after:* had

• beet ordered to Rome for conference. • On his rote= trip. he was
overtaken•by events and his treops were dertroyed before he could.
take the necessary steps.

163. Only* pert Of the Italian ' '.,Loormo" Division of General cwon in •
• the Novo Nest* area .joined the Partisa*N . not, Witmer, for the . por-

• pose of lighting the Germans,' but in Order to . aid the Ceramists in
their	 civil ear in Slovenia. It is likely that CERRUTI,
probably trith the secret approval . of. GAMBOA, had been rtegotiating •
with the ?artisan leaders :ter a long time, aid "that . he had fernished .
considerable' arra and eqltipment to their units.. . • • • • 	 , •

164. .Thns,. NOVAK I s • mission to GALIBARA.„ despite. mutual goo. d.	 *was•
without sueOrae. . Acting on the half-hearted encouragement he re-
ceived from Italian headquarters in Rome, 0AZIRARA had been studying
the poibiLities-Of resisting the GranaMon his .orm. . Be .had pro- •
oeeded to .set up artillery and observation pante- against the •
Gonviatur,. 4 matter of which NOM intrediately • &pp:06d. Allied bead-

• quarters. in Cairo, at ,n0 positiire -steps could be taken withrat
definite order front higher headquarters.

165. • NOVAKI s miesion to . 0/013ARA 1.14Catriao . shad no particular influence on
the .alOvenian•BINAILOVIC • .organieation,. chiefly because all negoti-
ations ware on a Strictly Perional • level.. .Chetnik Mite Continued
to Mirk* raids against •	 territory aid into • the German zone,
ratio engage In .Casital .fightine with enemy forces. local Italian

••cmatanderes . alone Or with the support of Village Guard. or Germans,
undertOok . s4Weral Operation(' againet 	 Chetnik units. •
Althatigh NOVAK te farces, n order to protect their radio stations,
were forced to avoid COnibat .1herever possible . they . lost one officer

one officer captered by the Germans, Lid several..adnor •
•casualties. 'During the various retreats a great amount of precious

• equirment and food use lost. In klubljana the Italian police
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captured a considerable part of NOVAR I s propaganda section ae repro-
e.,...x/Ad• in the persons of the NOMA family and their Printing
equipment; in Novo -Mato the same blow wait suffered when Dr,
FUSINWAK. (now in•Italy) with all hie printing equipment was cap-
tUrede A number of the =where of Nal/AEI & organization were ar-
rested when the Italians discovered their false travel.permits•
by wivr of reprisal. the Italians often arrested the wives and rela-
tives. of NOVAIC se soldiers.

166. During their period of negotiation, GAM did everYthing . in his
personal power .to facilitate NOTAX Is comings and goings; as con-
cerned the police, hemmer, he was powerless as euth *units Isere
made up chief]' oaf .Fascist elements. water string Gestapio influence.
Preferring therefore to use ., his own means NOVAE avoided any; sur-
veillance by GAIMARA. Then, too, both pai .ties wished to maintain
complete. SEICreAr as to their negotiations. Discovarrhy the Germans
or by the Fascists vmuld have been especially dangerous for GA/MARA;
if there were third pOrties at their conferences -, they discussed
the Communists, and .only when alone discussed the ratter of resist-
anee to the Gamma. The only person. who knew the true purpoee of
the GimARA-11017AK contact was the latter's. interpreter Dr. AIDJEVIC
•who after the War, waa arrested by the CoMmunists, tried and con-
de4ted. to death.

167. In order to avOid ;irematured . German intervention, 03vm ARA
wetted' /MK to transfer hie main force along with the radip,sta-

•tions south of koaevje, an area already evacuated by,.t.he German
Arm, and more distant from the Germans.- This .move -fitted in .with
NOVAN I s plar as be had intended to transfer there in.Orderto re-
organize his foram and airati the arrival of Chetzilks from Like.

168. At no	 bad come from London regarding Aulatihxng. 	 erne to his

wasp and as a : cleesh with Oirstan:Airces seemed iniratherst,, NOILAK ac-
cepted aAIMARA I S Offer:of: 303 rifles with imasurition Only four days
before the Italian Allit1J01.0ea At the time the weapons were rot:
needed, as 'NOTAIC Is :Chetnikir Were already PrOvided with rifles, but
the sane were acciPted. against the,.probable . inther of volunteers

	

iri.•:.,th& event of German occupation of the coantry.	 .,	 . •
169. At no time did GAIMARit request NOWAX Is collaboration; the only co-

operation contemplated was one against the Germans. And in the
meantime Chetnik units continued their an 	 guerrilla activi-
ties, the Ita1iame continued tlwiir persecution of the Chetnik or-
ganization. On one occasion when GALMARA asked that anti-Italian
propaganda be diarinished, NOVAE refused; he also refused GAIIMARAIs
attempts at discussing the future political stela/one of their two
countries.

170. NCInE omphasieee- his firm coratictiOn that at that time GA1MARi
stood out ea One of the few high Italian commanders sufficiently
blessed with 	 good sense to understand that Italy's future was
on the side of the ALUes, not on that of the Germans. He vas also
a member of that much smaller circle of high-ranking Italian com-
manders who had the courage to act according to his own conviction.

171. On the basis of GAIMARA Iss pre-Armistice attempte to act against the
Cterwans, NOVAE is at a loss to explain GATMARA Is shint period of
collaboration with the Germans subsequent to the Armistice. Re is
extremely loath to believe that the General could have changed his
opinions concerning the Germans.

VI.	 h

172. For 19/14,. NOVAK had .set himself the task of engaging in I.S. activi-
ties on behalf of the Allies; and it was MINAMATIC Is.intention to
appoint a new representative in Slovenia. NOVAR I s program contem-plated rep-establishment Of contact broken in Septezber 1943 with
Allied_ headquarters. 7.1tit the help of 1,Tonsignor O IFIAPJERTY and
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"gajor MANDERS„ as previoutly mentioned, it was intended to estab-
lieh a direct radio link With the Allies who were by now in Bari.

173. According to plans made in early Januarr 1944, while be was still
confined to bed, NOVAK intended to establish observers . in Idnbljane,
Trieste; • Fiume Udine, Treviso -end Venice Order to maintain sun-
veillance of all German* movement. between Italy and Slovenia; it was
planned that a radi.o.station • set up in the Trieste .area for com-

. munications with General 'IMMO= Would be -under NOP/M ee per.sonal
supervision, and. another one for transidzsion of informatiOn was to
to be Set Up in:Venice-under the 'joint direetion at NOVA and
JEUDJEVIC. In .order to 'avoid complete dedication to the LS. phase,
it was decided to set up a third station for propaganda purposes.

174. At. this juncture there appeared in Rome, Rudolf znsx, who had
. rendered useful service to NOVAK in Slovenia. ZIT= reported that
. an impartard.' Gamin official 'of Slovenian origin wanted to meet

'MAK and through him and his government establish contact with
some Allisd'agivany. =ME furniehed full- assurances that !AK
could return usdititurbed to Slovenia where he -mini& .etintinueshis
cooperation With the Allies, alien to the eetent of eageging in
such Operational activities as the reception of airdrops,
The German official in question, in : order to *ow his 'good will,
released Colonel PRES= *he had . been arrested in September 1.943;
this appeared alinost too good to be true, although the fact of the
German's alleged Slovenian origin might 	 aü erplanation„

•and might represent a insane of facilitating the .. danigerous ad.ssion
conteepisted for NOVAE: . On the other hand, thera T veke the possibility
that the whole affair might only . be a trap; this later proved to be
the case. With gm* clarity,. however, there emerged . the fact that
the Germans Were are of NOITAVe presence in Roes; threugh . ZITNIK
they could dieCieVer• NOVAK ',Meet 'hiding place and capture - both
and the lila° Set While he anti 'ital . 'Unable to sove. In order.to
gain time, On' did' not definitely; refuse the prOpoeal s, and he

412Tillt to study the - prOject :farther and to determine whether
or not it t*preaetted a atesinti Of eititaregazt. JEVOJEtIC who was
Present at the Meeting, howesier, demediately consented' on his own
behalf to meet the German, end despite NOVAK'. attempts at disuasion,
forwarded a Massage in that sense through 1ITNIN.

175. Two weeks liter	 appeared in Roane and brought reassurances
that the project..	 • one, and brought a "parole 4.thonneUr0
that NOVAK .shitild be undietuibed if he agreed to 'meet one Mak . (O.
Slovenian name) in Trietvbet. • In the event :that no agreement Were
reached' . it the DIIS1A410101K :meeting,.. tt was &twenties& that . the. •
latter. would be • peralitted to return to Rome without danger . Of: arrest.

176.. Nara now had 'to cheese' between destroring -his radio and .00.e1ng
operations in behalf of inBAIWVIC . and the Allies and risk the

• Meeting.' Trusting to kts luck, Mk def.:Mai to take the chance.
ln. Accompanied by ZITNlit and stEMIVIC, 'NOVAK 'prweeeded to Trieste

where he and JEVIIIEVIC .spent several dears awaiting ZIINIK I.5. return
from:Ljubljana .vhere he had gone to fetch the nysterious DUSFIA.
Upon zrnorg a •arrival . in Trieste with MBA,. NOVAE asked 'JEVDJEVIC
to make a. preliminary 'eenadnation . of DUS110 s 	 AS
ATIVEVIC returned with a favorable report, on the following day •
NOVAK pet with BUM. who was - in the comparw of one SHUSTER* .both ofthen minor figures of the ljubliana police. The folloviing 'day in
Ljubljana, NOVAK was also presented to 'a 'police officer nasied
SHLIFFF/t; he later learned that all three of them .were black-Market
companions of =NIX, As they 'declared that they were only acting
on behalf of a fourth high-ranking personage still to be informed

. of KW's presence in Slovenia, only unimportant matters were dis-
cussed. NOVAK gave advance rental to any. plans of collaboration.
which might be advanced on the basis that his government was at
war with Germany, but stated that he Was .prepared to act as mediator
if their Hboaan was actually .desirous of contacting the Allies.
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Not daring to Mention his cenneetioa with espionage activities,
NOVAK* stressed orily . .his activities in the anti-Partisan fight, •
although he had .no antherization to do so .batsg z longer the
icwitovic repraeentatiire Slovenia. In his•speesh, NOVAK can-
I:Adorably exaggerated. his. past operational.•actiVities in order to
cover Up . the true .nature of. his undertakings; this, chiefly in an
attempt . to extricate himself from the . unfortUnate situation in
which mare . superficiality had placed him.

	

.	 .•	 .	 ,	 .
178. These. threir mixr pOlicemen_ , who were only the executive trium-

virate of their chief, still mimosa to N(R, certainly were in
no position . to further . NOVAK s over-all Miiktieltd. If, hewever,
they were tax) to embornatiOn • as preyed to be the case they
could be useful in furnishing :docaMents, travel permits,. etc,
At NOVAVe . requeat they facilitated the escape of liTtr .operator
9TEL1BOV, • Who .had been arrested in September 1943; this was the
only service rendered by themo.• And again they gore their parole
that NOVAK 'Would n3t be arrested while awaiting their chief.

179. It was quite apparent that )AK mak. elear out.of this 'situation,

	

but 	 leaving he felt that it was his dutr to organise.*
local I.S. unit, and it was neoeseitny to act quiekly, • •

,	 .
/SO. He therefore eet • out for Rome to pick up . his radio- operator And

wit set, Mrs. KRISTOF„ and , Certain : other c011aborators.Enroute9
*to his considerible.earrprise... N.OVAK net a certain, Captain 11011).1C
in Bologna where 'he ooiamanded a group of 200 eas-Cbstniks • from .
Croatia; this group had been . captured by the .0entasS3..durize its •

flight to Hari from Dalmatia and had forced it into German ae,rvice.
The group' a activitiee *in B.ologna actually Consisted in sabotage,
stealing of German ands /fascist materials,- blaCk-marketing. . in'
Gemara gasoline and tires, avid •cven. In burning 4 tiuniber Of German.
airplanes. NANDIC alAo..furniehed JEVDJEVIC•vdth details concern-

German . AA' defenses and materiel, damps in the Bologna .. area;
• this informatiOn was .radioed to General VIIHAILOVIC for r letrians-
,. mission to tha ' Allies... DisaPproving , of even' such lipited Jugoslav

Collabortttion.with the *enemy,. .NOITAK, persuaded MIMIC to escape •
with his entire &Alp iihen noosmisary arrangetients . could. be com-
pleted. NOVAK 'then proceeded ,on- to Rome,

101. Returning to .Rome NOVAK discovered that his radio, operatOr had
been persuaded b/athers to leave for Trieste; it was thup,iiipos-
sible to. info= NDIACVIC ' of latest developments's* 4.6 forward..
. latest. information.' Thus, NOVAK' only. Interned his ./sgation to the
Holy See that .he.wasreturvd.ng te Slovenia ordered his officers' •
and .reen to join him: 14 . TrieSte .(air:order. which th.SY did not carry
out, partly because of ,persuaelOrt from outside' isomers, partly be- •
.cause • they preferred staying in. Rome to fUrther riaidts; their lives
and liberty as the Allies had in .the.Meantime_landed. at Anzio and
Nettsno), ordered flajor•DRZAN to rediala in •Trieste as his link with
the Legation and with the Allies . and the Jugoslav' /Uttar" lassion
when Rome should be liberated, and,. ,accompanied by ths. KRISTCW •
and taking with him the radio set, he left 'fear Trieste at the be-,ginning of

182. Heating his radio . operator BRICEIJ in Trieste, NOVAK ordered him to
establish Immediate oantaat with General IIIHAILOVIC . and to construct
nput sets for the•future.. radio network. At this time 131fICELPs
sabotage became e..pparent. • Hs reeedved only one unimportant esesaage
from MIHAIL:Ingo - and refused to. transmit any •on the.'groundithatatmospheric and tschniital. conditions Made Operation from Trieste
impossible.. Raving •'already Considerable reason tO doubt BRICEIJ•s
loyalty,' NOVAK ceased 'using him altogether. .BRICEE.7 later worked
for JEVDJEVIC and, continuing to reamin in Trieste, for circles in .
Ljubljana. NOVAK Cut off all Contact with BRICEIj, continuing topay him, however • in the . hope of preventing further betzwal.,. and
rei-erviloyed SfEE.930 17 whom he had succeeded in freeing in the meantime.

183.. NOVAK now disposed of eaoUgh periOnnel to set up necessary observa
tion point's for the frome•serk of his future information 'service.
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A. more difficult , problem :was that Of where to . •et eprthe
set and where • to Obtain'ealdiers for the preteotion of a proper
ganda station in the mountains. Fbr . thiepurpese • NOVAK traveled
Olandestinel,y to. Gorizia and to Ljubljana.. Being unsuocessful in
these placea, especially in Ljubljana i • ex* be ma oppmed by . the
Dombrins, he decided to, make ea. attempt. in Abaztia. .

184. In Abazzia, NOVAK Once:watered Captain DJAKOVIC vtio was in o3nmand
of' the ex.!Chetnik • grow from . Bologna; the unit's previoue . commander
Captain 1ANDIC, and some of his aen had been arrested in Bologna
on suspicion of espionage . and ;sabotage. The .unit was then tram"-
ferred to Abasucia and put under the .commani of DJAKOITIC• who . still
pretended .allegiance to the xmAnonc . organisation although his. .
collaboration with the Germane was .quite wen. An attempt use made
to persuade DJAKOVIC to desert the Gerson* arid to e.ecape to the
mountains 'where NOVAE vcpuld take aver e3mand .of his mIt. A1'-
though DJAKOVIC re/Used this proposal, he 434 put at Wat s* orders
five. men iho were to have deserted and *nob/Used other volunteers
in the Gorizia area •for.protection of the future radio station there;
he further agreed to We lira. =MP, Nogtmer =MeV. anti 'the
radio set.asong his tioldiern.' Fertile tins being ima me forced

. to be satisfied with this arrangers**, b* . hoped for more in the
future.. About the ad*Idle of March 1944, 3112471 rap■establiehed
radio oitact with KINAIIMIC,.but. .it'imas already too. late to be of
Uae--NOVAK was arrested on . .i6liarth 1944* .

185. In'the meantime, to . MS. considerable . sOrroar and *easement, NOWAK
learned that. JEVaiEVIC hakt ' cose across eons o/d .Italian friends
of his, among them Colonel:GRIGIM), then in German servite's cur.
rentlar in Rome; by this Italian group he use introduced to a group
of Gentian Offieers whichincb*Ièd Lt. MOM with whom he . associated
pñ1icIr despite NOTAK o s . retanetrations.	 the.Germans ..JIVDJEVIC
discus/kid. the pol•ti/Aiitiee his • eigiaboratiOn with ithemagainet
the CoMmoniste this COMM ..which had been . steadta,stlY reamed by •
NCNAK was iminSiateltr.meePted by ..IEVDJEV.IC.; As uanal JEVDJEVIC
did: a great deal of talidng _	 -and . Atoziehed the NM** With cOnsider
able *Aerial . for antiHNOVAK . propagandat. ering this time NOVAK was

. fOrCed to stay in hiding and used JEVDJEtrIC OS a .front.

.186. In them ciremetanees WAN decided to rid himself of JEVDJEVIC,
and as soon as .radio liaison Could be established to proceed to
WHAILOVIC ss headquarters in Serbia on a peramnent basis . it being
no longer *mallet* retum to tone where the .Germans-4mild'easily

•find him. with JEVDJEVIC I  help.. . It was NOVA!' e intention !fret to
reach _IL/THAW/tic's radio station, in order te instruct ttre. ICRISPOF
to.. flee* secretly to Sadtzerland. • •JUDJEVIC and =MIK 'sire told
only that . NOVAK o s trip- Me In connsot.ion with administrative and
financial question*/ this latter Aspect or his jonirney vould insure
the Pales support, of his trip,.	 .

am. False docamenti for the journey could net be obtained from the
• IrarkILOV.IC organisatiOn • in lisIgrade owing to the lack or radio

Cosinunication„ ner ,waa the old:Ljutajana doccaent..4orging organi-
zation still functioning. ' Thus, NOVAIC asked'AITDAWIC and tuic.
to obtain a . travel pensit to0 • _Belgrade 1:cr brihing seisiOne in Getman
:service: • Subsequent to AZTNEa s ingenuous:MO in allosingNOtAK
•to' walk into'a'trap deSigned to force his liquidation or collabom-.
'tion • ' NOVAE no, longer dared'.nke personal. eontaet with .Gesnan
elem:rntt. Toward., mid.Narch 1944 =Max sent wird that One
PERSTS.NER, an 1944onel, chief of the .Bled-Veldes: security service,

. was. the . nhight! personage Wishing tO meet NOVAE and =tow= in
LjUbIjare. .Considering that Mgetiation on du* a Minor level
would be fruitless,..NovAr flatly rebased the meeting; JE'VDJEVIC
and ZITNIK on the Other hand, went to the meeting but. . did not keep

• NOVAK informed-Of what went on. JEVDJEVIC Only- totaled that he had
succeeded in obtaining travel documents for NOVAK and -Z3TNIK to go
to Belgrade from whenee the former zould have to proceed to
1LDIAILOVIC ts mountain headquarters by his Oun means. Departure
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was fixed for the follordm; day although, strange-14r emelt*
SHUSTER Was. to be a member of the party.. Despite the enepicious
Tatum of this ciroometazice, it' was impossible for =AK to flee,

•as such a course voted probably have led to Gezmap . , discovery of
the radio set and capture • of Rte. OWN" and EIngineer STUMM .as.
Oise. This see all the more Likely in view of the fact that the
•unreliable &IBM= end the careless ETTNTK sOuld remain in
German hands where theY could be used as hostage,'	 ther were
not already . aoting In concert itith the Germans, a perfidy of which
NOVAK sea Unwilling to believe then capable. • .NOVAN could only
take 'the risk and hope for good . fortune. •

1891 His good fortune 'betrayed him, however, and he cue arrested within
. a few hours of his arrival it2Belgrade. • After an Interrogation

during which he talked quite • freely, .zniox use permitted to return
to Ljuhljtuta with SHMER. jETBJEVIC was riot disturbed at all and
plunged into full. scale oallaberation with the Germans; he misdeed
the name of fitalIAILOVIC and his organisation deceived him as to the
true nature of his activities and furnished him entirelyfalse. in-
formations. In order . to prevelnt Hrs. KRISTOP I a apprising .BrIMA.310VIC
of the tree siteation, he kept her way from the radio lurk and bet.
gan using a new code pet up by MICELI and =MM. s. KRISTCIP,
however, managed to Intent NIHAILOVIC by letter; umAnotric subse-
quently- publicly disavowed all connection with JEVDJEVIC and his-
activitiee, and sent .Capbalat DATUM= loon in Italy) from his
headquerte,re to inventigitte the case. Quite. neessingle . before he
could send drar steeseges to NINAILOvit:, -13ATRICEVIC was arrested
after he.had established contact with sIEVD.TEVIC. At this point
laRAILOVIC catered his soldiers to leave the Germans Immediately
and to escape into the mountains; only a few Imaged to do so. •

•.	 .	 .	 .
19O. NOVAK extzreases the hope that =MIK. and .13170.1EVIG • were not per-

sonally.trespistasible for his ,arrest by the Germane& .althintgb , it is -
apperent.. that they maintained ,clese relations nith• then afterwards,
deepite.NOVAK 9 a fate. It is interesting to *ate that z.:10*
not istendistelY inform firs. IttISTGP and .119iDAVIC of:NOVAKie,
rest., time evoaing them, tee:, • tO the danger . of bed* Caught With
the••radio 'set. They were inforand of NOVAK'S arrest only tee • •
week* Inter. In the .ateantime, matt •Oe.rt irtly, • the . 04thrOtte -reached
the centanisien that 3EVOJEVICv s services .woUld .:be Of vali to then. •

191. In Belgrade, NOVAK was: arrested at 4 P.M. on 16 March 1944, 'while
in the company Of Z1TNIK. and SHUSTErit the arrest was tarried out.
personally by Captain BRANDT and Dr. • FRANZESI, chiefe• of the.
Serbian Gestapo section operating •against. General MEAXWVIC and
his organisation. After the arrest., BRANWT. produced a red-bound
doSater 'bearing =Are name on the cover and cited.,tiusterotie der
tells, of his activity, especially In Serbia and in Nnemi. poems , •
particulars were true, others were false or greatly exa,ggerated, •
Greatest emphaate was placed on $OVAK e s. activities in ..Rome,, and
his providing GenereL IIIHAILOPIC with informaticon on :German activi-
ties. Describing 40:ma activities as .constituting espionage, BRANDT
asked NOVAK if be Were . aware CC the iciatIeqUeneee.' • BRANDT' then in-.

. misted . on hie CerteintY that • NOVAK-intervied 'to visit .ttEHAILMICT
repreaentative Sena tillUalOVIG in Belgrade. -rortureetely, NMAK
was' unaware of the latterle address, but BRAT, refusing to be-
lieve in NCATAli ts igeorance on this point, .declared theft. his - fate
depeuded on whether he emuld talk or .not.. . BRANDT then .delivered

•a political lecture. in Shit* he declared that the Germans were not •
greatly worried by the Comaantiate in •Serbia where they were net
particularly active, that German authorities were ..determined to •• .:datttrey killiAl21)VBris organisation cede. and for all, and that ad- .
herence to =mom was political telly as the can of the futurewas LIMO.

192. NOVAK was then escorted to cell N04 17 of the infamies nRatniciddomn jail of Gestapo headquarters in. Serbia.. In this two-by-two meter
cell without a window, he remained for 34 data without exercise
or recreation, With a continuously glaring electric light so that
he never knew whether it was day nor night. Once daily he was
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•given a small piece of black our brcadand a plate of wt
• soup. Inmo.tes of the "Ratnicki dcean jail were comprised

of taliAlIDVIC adherents and Allied fliers; at the time of NOVAICI
incarceration the jail houSed three crew members of a British
plane which had been shot down. Despite the misery of his ex.-
istence during this period, NOVAE was far better treated than
many of his comrades who were savagely tortured and kept in
aolitary confinement in the dark for months; NOVAK use often
threatened but never actually tortured.

1.93. After an initial short period of imprisonment, NOVAK was sub-
jected to a three-day interrogation daring the course of which,
he learned that a number of his comrades had been unable to re-
sist Gestapo questioning methods and that, hence the Germans
were accurately informed of his rrevious movements and activities
in Serbia. It was also apparent that ZrfNIK bad done considerable
talking as the Germans were aware of certain particulars vat kmawn
to NOV'AVe Serbian contacts.

194. The accusations against NOVAK, aside from certain oriner details,
were concerned chiefly with the following points:
a) Esi/ionage in Rome on behalf of the Allies through the

11111A.310TIC
b) Radio commintications between Nome and IIIRAILOVIC.

c) Aiding British and American officers in soca** froze Row
to Switzerland.

d) Contacts with liajor Sat* unikiLoric in Belga**. .Sitsa its
the orgen.izer of the emeention (or aseaesinations: according
to the point , of' view) of Colonel MASSAiMIC and Binister
DJORDJEVIC, bath intimate acaaboratora..4. Serbian Quisling
MEDIC. According to One version, Seat	 was killed
by the Comoitinitits in 1946; acitiOrding to another ..he in still
engaged in fighting TWO in .Tugpsinvia. At the time of
NOVAr b s inter:Option,. Sitaa held top priority Oit the German
nwantedn list,

195. With referenee to points (a) and (b) above, the interrogator cited
a message allegedly. sent tty . MMAII.DVIC to General Peter Z/VKOVIC
in Cairo which dealt with NOVAK e s presence in Rome. atzl with NOIrAKas
furnishing 10:11AXIDVIC with information on Gene= zarremente„ thich
information was Intended fOr onward transtaission to the Allies,

196. NOVAK was not aware whether the German Cl actually Was in posses-
sion of the radio 'message mentioned, but he steadfastly denied
having engaged in such activities in Rome, as he had been ill and
unable to work. or move. NOVAK salts* denied having had a radio set
in Rome . maintaining that he could have established cOntact with
the Allies through the Rome undergrotmd had he desired to do so.

1970 The charges lifted under (c) and (d) above, were actuaLly unfounded,
198. • Although no definite proof could be produced, the Gestapo insisted

on NOVAK ts having engaged in espionage and in having maintained
contatt with Saaa DDILAXIOVIC.

199. After baiting signed his declarations, NOVAK returned to his call• to await his fate. In accordance with standard Gestapo procedure,
he would not know his sentence until it was executed oruntil he
was released.

200. NOV,AK remained in solitary confinement at nRatziicki dote until thebuilding was damaged during' the 16-17 April 1944 air raide; thebuilding was hit by two baths and a considerable portion of the
files, NOVAK ts possibly inclhied, were burned or otherwise destroyed.
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201. On 18 April 1944 all prisoners of "Rat:alai dam" were transferred
to Banjica, the Jugoslav Buchenwald, which was under the Joint
jurisdiction and administration-of both Gestapo and_Serbien Quisling
authorities... The Serbian administrator there was the notorious
and blood-thiretYVUJKOVIC (now an inmate .of the British Afragela
camp near Naples) mho, in addition to countless 'other cruelties, is
said to be responsible for tens of thousands of executions by
German :Tiring /Need. The German commander of the. jail was one
MINTER Who operated under Dr■ JUNG, a wortkyminion of ESKER,
who wae in charge of all Balkan prisons. Although treatment and
food conditions in Banjica Were evert.woree than those previously
existing at "Ratnieki dem" nine possible to receive parcels
once a week and thUs to maintain some sort of Clandestine contact
with the outside world.. At this time Banjica hooted about .3,000
prisoner:, half ofthemAIHAILOVIC followers about a quarter of
them . Comminlists andthe rest COMMM2 criminate.- NOVAK wee confined
to a ward hous4g 108 prisonamsc&13 different nationalities.::
Among the Serbs,. Croats Slovenes, Greeks Italians, Hangarlans,
'Rumanian', Bulgare, flue:tans. French, Aib:niani,-jews, and.GerMens
from all ranks anti/maks elite, there were even a.nneberef.

• Allied distressed air personnel*

202. Among other inmates of WNW° ward were Skier. PERNMEK, Captain
OBRADOVIC, Dr. Njegos }STROM, Dr. ZIVANDVIC, Dr. ORISOGONO,
Engineer DIMES, Engineer =les and MELO!. At this time NOVAK
learned tO his great regret . that the Germans had succeeded in
capturing almost the entire • Irtrength'of the mmumana Belgrade
organization, among theatthetorps commander and three brigade
commander*, in addition toi lesser figures. Among the female. -
prisoners Use the Wife of NMAK I s friend Zarko TODOROV7C; shortly
hefore s .General NIRAlLOV110's wife extredely ill, had been re;-
leased. after 12-moathe imPrisonne;tt.

2030 Sanitary conditions in the prison were appalling. In addition to
thosó.eXecnted by the Game*, there Were /0 or 15 deaths among
the prisoners Siam other causes.

2040 NOVAK managed ClanMudliimly to inforthis organisation othis im-
prisonment in Banjica and received an answer that an atteept
would be made to liberate hist.

2050 In May 1944, NOVAK was re4nterrogated,.this time byriVehreaCht
representatives. By now, General NINAMOVID had been dropped by
London aid was no longer Minister of Wirt the,SUBASIG governeent
had thrown its support behin&T1TOms policies; the Germans sup-
ported NEDIC and LJOT1C in a propaganda campaign against NIHAlLOVIC,
a campaign which had its proponents in the prison,

206. NOVAK was shown far greater consideration by the lehimadht than by
the Gestapo during the "Ratnicki don" questioning * and there was
already* apparent's wide divergency of method and Opinion between
the two services. Theltehrmacht interrogators apparentlr.accepted
NOVAKt s story and handled him with a certain degree of regard...

207. After nearly two monthe imprisonment at Banjica,.ekhausted and ill,
NOVAK was transferred to Bled in Slovenia where /*was placed at
the disposition of the dolonel-PERMENER whom he had previously
refused to meet.. He arrived there on 8 June 1944,

208. In Bled, NOVAK use confined to a room in'a hotel partially occupied
by 	 German security service.' After hiving been interrogated
on the Slovenian phase *this activities he vas permitted to walk
about the village, but was required to

 activities, 
his sisals in his room

and to remain there when not actually walking, Though closely .
watched, NOVAK was tar betteroff than in Belgrade: He could now
write, although his letters were subject to censorship; and he also
had considerable opportunity . to engage in Clandestine -correspondence;
mtet important of all, NOVAK had opportunity-to bribe. thosecharged
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with his EfUrTeillSZICeo He never spoke to Colonel PERStENER, but
had to deal with Captain PACHER in all matters concerning his in-
ternment.. PACKER was said to be favorably disposed towards the
Slovenians and to have liberated a number of Agoalave from the
Gestapo, although for a price. He proved to be kindly disposed
towarde NOVAK, too, and did everything in his power to make in-
ternment easier. Ifihen NOVAK finally escaped„ it was because of
PA.CHER fa benevolence or carelessness - or a combination of both.

209. After tvp months, , on 4 August-1944, it was ordered that NOM .
should . be placed at the disposition of German authorities in
Trieeto for final decision, and PACER arranged that • transporta-
tion &Ovid be by train rather than by automobile'. ' He tines had
an opportunity in Abaztia to contact lira. KR.ISTOr t -who succeeded
in organising their escape from 'Meseta before the Germane could
prevent'

210,• On 14 August 1944 NOVAE and Iftv, taisroF departed for Bologna,
where they . hciped to Meet the Allies who had already liberated
Flamm%)

all. NOVAK .admits: that he was somewhat guilty of careleasnese  in plao-
flg $o:catch faith in ZIT/G1C and in the Gelman word . of honor.

This carelessness had expOsed him to the danger of being. chat aa.
a spy, and had mussed him the lose of five months* three of them
spent in jail, ten of them in internment. In the masuitime, the •
entire situation had. changed* • 'Radio contact with General HIHAILOWIC
had been lost and MOM could only inform HIHAIL0fIC by letter that
.current conditions fcir .which the unreliable . JEVDJETIC. was responsible,
no longer permitted his activities in Slovenia. NOVAK therefore
preferrird to leave for Italy with the hope of 'joining a regular
army unit fighting the germane.

212. The relatively kind treatment which he received at Med is . still •
• source of iondenrea. to 1OV1K6'. Re • feels it may have been the
result of bribe* handled from Belgrade, or it.pay have been a.
result • of the • new governeent alignment . behind TITO atter abandon-ment of mmarplac, Which gave rise to a German hope that NOVAK,
ptirsuaded to renounce . IIERAILMIC, would be 'prepared to collaborate
with the Germane, In any' case NOVAK was not freed .through
particular effort of his own, but only through fortunabe.ertploita-
tion • of apparent Gelman carelessmesso-'.. Re was not wren forced
into collaboration by the Germane,. 'though they-May have intended
to follow this course after his arrival in Trieste. His escape
from Trieste, as he was told in 191e6 by Colonel GR3lailar,4 ..was agreet dieappointinent to the •Germaini,

233. • Mtp.lai... ning to them General xiittione r s disapproval of the activi-
ties of JEVDJEVIC„ NOVAE 'atained the support of a number of the
latter ? $ Chetniks who aided NOVAK and Mrs. KETSTOF in their flight
by escaping with them and by &Tering' them with their •own false
doCuments.Contrary . ttOPITAH ris.hoPes,• Bologna had net been liber-
ated by the ties -he and 	 .KRISTOF arrived there on 26 August
19446 • Living lender. false cbtuments as . Profesior. Bruno ARCADI,
NOVAK st4Yed In Bologna' for ..six .menths, hoping • Contintklusly in the.
city's imminent occupation by • the Alliee6 For the .first tine dur-
ing .the. war, he was . inactiie. • After a few weeks, believer, be .
learned from. certain an-aoldiere of • 61EVDJErIC that he was sought
by German' and Faticist Police in 'Iblogne as a result 'Qt.& denuncia-
tion to the effect that he was carrying ImpOrtant. Messages to the
Allies, In reality, NOVAK was engaged 3.n no 'such mission butevidently tone or his "friends"were desirous that he should
disappear forever and be prevented from joining the Anise. To
meld recapture, in the critical • October 1944 Pel'iod, !MAK. s withthe benevolent connivent. of Some of AU anti-German and anti-
Fastist personnel, was received is a patient of the .SantfOrsola
hospital in Eblogna6
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VII,. .1.S5.4-.2. 111riti8h Jailor

214. The period . of NOVAK ts stay in Bologna was uneventful .until . March
1945, when the Fascist police .beesam greatly- interested in his
presence in the city. • 011'22 March, there took place an event.
which .made it urgent .tbat NOVAK carry out his intention of creas-
ing the German lines at the earliest' .possible moment.. On that
day he and Mrs. Elam? had been stopped in the Via .San• Vitale
•at. about 11 AM. by a Fascist policeman who took custody of their
false documents and ordered them to accompany . him to the police
station for questioning and thOroUgh . learch. • NOVAK •knocked the
policeman to the ground and eecaped to the nearby hospital, un-
harmed despite a fusillade of bullets from the ruffled . policemen..
Panic produced In the passers-by by the policeman's shooting"
greatly facilitated NOVAK* s sleeve, but Mrs. KRISPOF was brutally.
beaten there in the street and later at the . police station. •
NOVAK I s quarter; were searched 'and . the Fascists toOk all their
personal .funde as well as those of the lIiAIIm. organization;
the German police then interiened s and took •their radio . receiver,
'Mrs. KRISTOF was reqrd.red to present herself twice daily- to the
Gelman police ?tare she was interrogated by a Sgto =WERT..
Fortunately, the Germans did .not. know len.. KRISTCIrs true identity and
'she a-voided being held as a hostage for NOM. In this mariner, 	 •

fevi days" time was gained.	 •	 •

215. As. soon as the -BolOgns patriots learned of the incident which had
Waller"! NOWAK, they offered him their help and provided him with
a false travel permit. On 25 March one of then a certain Mario
ZUCCHELLI from Fanano„ .• with the aid of a

 then,
	 of his

named Maria, acoompanied !AK. from Bologna to Marano, and from
there through the German lines on the following day. •

216. Brazilian authorities at Linen* and American- authorities at
Porret.ta gave NOVAE a heart-varming reception, and on 28 March
consigned him to the 'Florence refugee camp from which 'he was re-
leased by Britiah Lt. =TH. Two days later lbs. KRIspor and her
daughter Tatjana arrived in Florence via the same route.

217. In Florence, NOVAK presented himself to the local FSS office and
requested that he be sent to Rome or Bari in order to report to
the -Royal thsgoalav Mission attached to the British -headquarters
with which he had cOOperated in 1943. NOVAK was tromieed that
his request would be granted, but on 2 April, without any explana-
tion whatsoever, he was Incarcerated in the Italian !Innate prison
in Florence. In British Sgt. LffilS t office NOVAE was relieved
of all his money exid personal belongings and no receipt was given
him. From among his effects there disappeared 2,000 Swiss Francs
property of Mrs. KRISTOF. Au MAKI subsequent requests thatt4s0
Seise funds be returned to him were without avail. Ike never re-
ceived the =ay.

218. Mrs. KRISTOF and T.atjana, in the meantime, had been interned in
the Hotel Feniee and were left there for several days without food
or money. They were later given moat of the money taken from
NOVAK at the local MS office and were allowed to taw their own
meals in public restaurants ,where they were alvseys guarded by
Italian Carabinieri Or public security a,gents•

219. NOVAK was not subjected to interrogation in Florence.
220. On 26 April, NOVAK, Mrs. KRISTQF and Tatjana were flown to Carbonari

near Bari, where they were imprisoned, each in a separate solitary
cell.

• 221. Mrs. =ESTOP and the 13 year old Tatjana remained in the Carbonariprison until 1 Deceiber 1945. Although she was interrogated during
the months' or April and May, she never received amy information as
to the nature of the crime she had presumably committed, nor was
she told thy 'she was being subjectdto such a long period of 'solitary
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confinement. After some time she became ill and was given
utterly incompetent treatment by the camp doctoral the latter
went so far as to miehandle . her in a flagrantly obscene • manner
for a disease which she did not have at all, as was later clearly
stated by competent physicians of the British . hospital in Naples.
As a result of such Improper medical care this womanoho -eight
montha previously had been capable of easily maldng her Way on
foot through 100 kilometer, or -nouritain trails in German territory,
was no longer able to move; • after three months she was finally
transferred first to the hospital at the.Eboli camp and later to
the British hospital in Naples,. where NOVAK found her towards the
end of January 1%6, receiving competent medical care and well on'
the way to recovery. .

222. Until the beginning of December 1945,. NOVAK had been questioned
only in Nay and June by various interrogators. On. '10 December,
Captain SANDCR declared that all misunderetauxlings had been
Cleared Up, and stated that NOVAK would soon be transferred to
the camp where Mrs. 1RISTOF was an inmate. SANDOR eoplainod that
NCATAK had been imprisoned so long because prima headquarters had
"sort of forgotten" him. On the 26th or December, however, to his
great surprise, • NOV'AK was transferred to the Italian prison in
Bari where he tau kept in solitary confinement,. given very .little
foods and where he suffered from the extreme cold. Guarded by his
former Italian enemies, he . 118.4 no opportunity of coannninsting
with the outside world.	 •

VIII.Amo	 sorjg.	 Wtar and War Cr1thle,

223. ()n25 January, NOVAK was escorted to the Flf-DP camp at Ebo1i.
Here he again met TatSana,: and the following day he Ins permitted
to visit Mrs. =mop at the hospital in Naples. On 2 February
NOVAK took her out of the hospital and the couple was married.

Eboli cam NOVAK, in addition to elements which had actually
belonged to the M311A3313VIC organization, found a multitude of people
who, during the war had fought against it and had joined the Royal
Jugoslav Arley only subsequent to German defeat. Among the inmates
there were deserters and even some who had received orders from
the betrayers of NOVAK the order to kill him and Ltra. KarsroF with
German help. Although he did not desire to bring harm to anyone,
NOVAK felt that his continued stay- would be most inadvisable.
Therefore, acting on the advice of British camp authorities he
applied for review- of his case and requested that he be allowed
to live outside- of the camp free of its restrictions. 'At the sane
time he also made application for restitution of the 2,000 Swiss
France which bad been taken from him by the British police in
Bologna. No reply was given to his request.

2240 On 26 March, the anniversary of NOVAlt la casting his lot with the
Allies, he was again arrested, transferred to Afragela, and thrown
into the =Pound with German and Italian war criminals.

225. Without explanation and without being interrogated, ?MAK was
forced to undergo the humiliation of confinement with German and
Italian war criminals while the shabby JEVDJEVIC zee confined in
the officers' compound. To his shocked amazement,. NOVAK learned
that his old Belgrade acquaintance, Banjloa jail administrator
VUJKOVIC, was also a member of the favored circle in the officers'
compound of Afragola. VOJKOVIC was not considered a war criminal,
although NOITAK,who had suffered two months imprisonment in the
prison where the former compiled lists of victims for the German
Lining squad, VW so consideredl

226. Taking advantage of an opportunity which presented itself, NOVAK
escaped from prison on 4 nay 1946.
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IL Conclusion: 
227. During the entire war, NOVAK• acted according to his Ueda as a

• Royal Jugoslav Aratr officer defending his King, his gay ernmert,
his country, and his people,,:and.fighting and harming the.enemy
to the greateSt possible . exent. At no did he favor the . •
enentr who rewarded Min in the following manner:

a) 1941 - The Guocans loOted his home .in Celje..

b) 1942 - The Italians looted his home in Ljubljana.

c) 1943 - The Germans looted his home and that of lire. KRISTOF , s,

d) 1944 - Three . inonthe Imprisonment in the mit notorious German
jails, Any two months of internment because of his
cooperation with the Allies*

• e) 1945 - His home in Bologna looted, by the Fascists and the
Geri161184

228. During the war, NOVAK did not give in to the enemy. 'Therefore, he
was persecuted by the enemy, and after the war, by the British. •
Those who did surrender, however, had a peaceful sauS•tiete scdstence
as PoWl e and subsequendy received Allied .protection.

229. During the war, =AK preferred imprisonment or eacecution to col-
laboration with the enemy. For this reason he barely managed to
save his .life and-reitisin.his liberty by 'breaking through the
German front . line, only to be treated as a war . criminal by British
authorities,. At the some time those who were in German or Italian
pay and Collaborated. with the tummy as goVernment aubhoritiets or
political Or military leaders, all traitors to their . **fitly,
liVad in secnrity . throughout the war, After Cennan defeat .these
Sathe People came Over to the Allied and are new . free and prateCted.

230. During the war, NOVAK attempted to cooperate With the . Allies .in
all ways pose:the; his' 1943 activities =wit be well documented in
the archive. of Cairo Allied Headquarters, which often thanked
and congratulated

.	 .
231, During the war, NOVAK alviiktis attempted . to regal an. ageieement With

the Communist Partiaans and never allowed his troOps to attack'
them although. it was his duty to defend the policy of his legal
government. • When his government placed ite weight behind the Corn-

• antuists. • he was' alreadY in German prison; subsequently, he had no
more odCasion for political activity.

.232. With reference . to. the present situation in.Jugoslavis, NOVAK states
that he it unequivocally . opposed to any regime based on terror and
oppression. His :country, he maintains, is . not. a free and independ-
ent state, but is a satellite enslaved by the U.

233. NOVAK feels therefore, that the attitude of British authorities
toward him will change, and that British retribution for now.
'6dstent orbs. cannot indefinitely pursue him while the various
Quislings remain undistinted..

2340 NOVAK emphatically assures all , Ai lied authorities of his loyalty
as his ideals will always remain on the . side of the democratic
nations . willing 'to aid and bring freedom to all oppressed peoples.

235. NOVAK is beset by adversaries from an sides but. it is not his
person that they hate and fear. Between them and him there istruth, straight-forward thinking, and honest actiOn.
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236. Traces held on personalities mentioned above are hated beam

Mertblimmi in Pam. No.: Previous Traces:

ADAM 0 of FERDANCIC Vence/slay 	 120, 129	 Possillar identical
mith ADAM of 24-1058
CSDICAMF/SD 86 smarm

AMJNIC Dr. Brariko	 166	 PIFt-612

AMINIOSIO General	 151	 24442 csupicur/sp 57,
DOLMAN

AMELOV	 202

Anric	 75
ARCATA aruno (0 of FIRROVSKI)	 134, 213

AVSiNEK 141ma	 95, 135	 Jzxp6653 P1R-612

AVSIC Colonel Jakob	 5, 7-9, 13	 PIR.626

BADOGLIO htarshal	 151

BATEME71C CAA. Mihail°	 le9
WM (call signal of ANTIC) 	 75

MB= LtE).14	 5	 p4833., PIR-1190

BJEIAJAC Lt. Col.	 114 115, 117„ 1ZL	 2607

BIAZ	 NU)	 124

1301E Sgt. Ivan 0 HUD=	 83,

aBart major (0 of PETROPSKI) 	 74, 78
BORUT 1dajor (0 of =PRIMA	 123

Danilo)

BRANDT Captain	 192.	 JZX-1786, JBX-238

BREZIGAR Lfilko	 ' 335. PIRA-894

BRUNIE (C of Father ISAMMI)	 85

BEICELJ Ivo	 40,-126, 128, 131, 246776 CSDICAPP/SD 40133, /434,45	 MIN; PIR-IM

BUCAR Dr. VekoaLsv	 5, 9

C.ARBONI General Giacomo 	 151

CASAR	 19

CASTELIANO General	 151
GERM Franjo	 134

CERRITII General	 163
corm Ratko and Vojko	 134
CUltIC Kosta	 332
DEBELJAK Captain Janko	 47
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Piwevious, Traces:Amit:
Dnattx Eng,

DJAKOVIC Captain Dusan

Nontionoi n Pfra• 

202

184

DJORDJEVIC Minister Svetan 194 APE Tiarsibiák of Jugo-
slav Pereozialities

LLgaZa
je-ONIROL)

DRZAN Major Albin 0 DMZ=

DUB= Anton

"MHO (true name unknown)

ERLIH. Prof.

FARO/PI Dr. Ivo

FERIA= Venceslav 0
VREM ADA/1

FRANZ= Dr.

EREGL Major Ivo

GAIMAPA Gen. Gaston*

334 lea.

135

177

35, 38

124

191

5, 6

954_ sp _151•-56,15749
26046, 1684W71

Jer438, P11-8198„

PIRA44a

PIR..326

GIAVAC Franc

3COM Father Josip

GOSAR Dr. Andrej

GRIONOIA Colonel

GRISOGOW tard.st.	 er

HAMM

HASL Viktor 0 MENNE

IENCIC Lt,

HUME Heinrich

HrILER Adolf

MUM Sgt. 0 of BC Nan

1113DS0N capL Btu

JAN Dr. Slavko

JANSZ Dr.

JAMAS Ivan 0 of NOVAK

JEVDJEVIC Dobrosav

JUN Dr.

JURIC (et -of num 5:Izalco)

KAMANOVIC Capt. Mtodrag

54	 JSX4769, 3110 Dr/P/300

135, 143	 nare-3692

23.2	 2.4am cerachmsym 40

9) 53 KM London; J2X-6259
KUM; 244324 SC CSDIC

14129 (?)202

118

40, 117

185

201

150

e3
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PIRA...929

102

03

130

201

743, 144

117

40 13640,143,173 177, 	PIRA-850
186,182,185-90,211,233,225
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PiltA-1758

Not identical with
KONCAR Fam117 of J81-222

PIRA-891

Worked /Or IMILIWVIC in
L3abljana until April or
My 45, then wont to Italy
to escape Partisan occupa-
tion (local file 2-2a-3222)

JZ1-1980

P1R-L1115

2pedn6 csoicharim 40

2-8-1323 1 SC/CSDIC/SD 36
London

PIRA-413

JZX-1980, JICC-4440

JEC-6467, X-4903 (?)

SECRET
"VITAIECT.

araalle-WIXibLatt 	ZEIffitELIEMt

KETTE Soldier 134

KIDRIC Boris 5,9

ICLINAR Col. Afton 95, 96, 129

ICCNOTAR Dr. Franc 134

ICONCAR Family 165

KOPRIVICA Moil* 0 SMUT • 3.23

KORITNIK 0 of Viktor HASL 40, 117

KOTNIK Ciro 232

ICRALT Dr.	 (Ivan ?) 52, 135

IRA= Marko 19 99

OM Dr. Illha 19, 74

KREK Janes 134

xrasraF Mrs. Jovanka 34,96,40 145
224•186:	 2209,
213-14,216-18,221.23„
226

DIME' Tatiana 216 as, 221, 223

KRISTOF Nr. 127

IRLVOF Family 5a

KROSELI Dr. Anton

IAVRIC I

52, 129, 143,

92

144

IESJAK Capt. Joaip 26, 54 123

ISNIS Sergeant 217

IJOTIC Dimitrije 191, 205

=IC Gen. tlihajlo 1, 3

LUKIC Eng. Llihajlo 202

=IX Dr. Vladimir 35, 37-38
ILACUS Eng. Franz 52, 1,35

littLOVRH Father 0 BREZNIK

BODEReS Major

MANDIC Captain

3320 144,

VW, 124

172

=COM Lire. Giovanna 134
(0 of lira. IMISTOF)

stgfogol)T

4.•



70, 74
132.	PIR-332
105, 150

153
129.

194,205
. 202 P-7950(?)

332,142,1144,172	 ax-r71

2013	 Z-S-428 CSDIC 400 MIJ $13 1 LERCN1
2.4449 . CSDIC/CMP/SD” ROEMER;
2-4-732 1 SC CS)IC SD 5;
24-753 1 SC =IC SD 9;

JRZ4012

PIRA-I9

• PIRA-829

LS-81; PIRA-717
PIRA-450

Names

MARIA (relative of
Mario ZUCCREII,1

Neatened In Para. No.:

215

MAR)VIC Major	 117

LIANTSIC Dr. Drago	 5, 7, 9

MASSILLOVIC Colonel
	 194

MEDERNDORFER Vinko
	 5

MEDVED (411 of Milos Ma)
	

74

IMAM= Gen. Dram
	 6 et seq.

mnanovic Major Sam
	 191, 1%

14-7031, 7942

Dram IMILILOVIC le Cosamender
of the Ikagrade Corps.
K4134d in a gun battle with
071% rens 6-7 May 1945
(Local file 2-2a-39073.

MILLER Major

=MELLO Mona. Antonio

MUSSOLINI, Benito

NADRAR Captain

NAPAST, fmu

VEDIC Milan

OHRADCVIC CaPt, Dusan

OIFLAHERTY Mona. Hugh

PACHER Captain .

PAIMIERI ColonaL
PAVLIC Marjan

FEMME Major Rudolf

P1012112112„

PERSIM Capt. Ivo

PETER II, King

PETER= Lt. Col. Ernest

PETROVIC Dr. Njegos

PRKKORSEK Eng. Tugomer

' OVA
	 Gen. Ivan

MEAUX Dr. Hoguinil

RAPOPEC Dr.

133
53,134
202
US, 207-08

26
6, 10, 15, 78

13,56,59,90,95,
96,98,99, 101
52, 202
36

96,127,174,211
165

35
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&WM.:Mat
•TZI-5570

In prison at Brescia await-
ing execution (local file
2-264040 10/27144, 2-2a-
Ian 12/3044).

40,127,178,1132,
184,188, 109

26

205

19,24,57,194,232

6

In prison at Brescia await-
ing execution (Local file
2-2a-101 12/30/44).

.77Z41651

PIRA-7413

PIRA-74S

Posatbl,y identical with $S-
1113. August SWIFTER; hanged
as liar criminal as per NO
esen.Orde#119 6/20/46).

Plubahly Identical with SS-
Naha:. Alfons SCHUSTER of
2-8-732 2. SC CSDIC SD 5
PACKER

.12X-6687

PoseSi3,y identical with or
related to . , Eakin= SOLAR of

1121-6767

PIRA-19
2.4-776 CSDIC/CLTF/40 KUBIK

124

54,56

135

96, 105

120, 129

SECRET
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zentioned in Par.

ROATTA Gem; 'Mario 151

ROBCfrfl General 152

RCOIMEL Field Marshal

ROSSI General 151

HOZMAN	 Dr. Gregor 90

RUDOLF Prof. 74

/WPM Gen. Leon

SANDOR Captain

sEVERT Sergeant.

SIMMEC Eng. Dusan

SHLIFFER

snusrER

SLUM Dr. Albin

SOLAR Profit Jakob

56,

125,134•143

222

214

5,7, 9, 57

3.77

177, 188, 191

11), 115, ea

19

STARE 0 MEDVED", Dr. Mos 19,74,96

STEMBOV Eng. Vinko

STRNISA Lt, Marjan

SUBASIC Ivan

TITO Josip BROZ

TODOROVIC Maj, Zarko

TOME (to a3s4ned by Calm).
131AZ (local 0), NV

ESS-41

TORNARI Captain

URSIC Andrej

VAUTINIX Co].. Vladimir

VENZEL (0 assigned by Cairo).*
ADAM (local 0; true name

PERIANCIC Venceslav)

JICC-4880„ P3R-700
usw-675

44
SECRET 
(COMM)



S C • R E
CONTROL

prentioned in Para. 1 t

VOSNER Capt. Payle 47, 55 66s
, 85,64458

VRTOVEC Hogan 134

VFCCIVEC tiarjan 334

PIRA-e31

14256, Pra'54
2-8-776 CSDir/CUF/SD 40 KUBIN

MTNIK Rudolf 83,135,153,1744L5s 	 PIRA457
1/79288.41,193 *4"

=MOM Dr. Uiodrag	 2(e

=EMT= Gen. Peter 	 195	 nizA•434e

711CcitELLI lAario 	 ZL5

XI. Comment:

237. The above report, complated by Source in late 4.1m* or early July
1946 and submitted on 25 Anguirt 1946, ha/ hot been prOgriouslar
forwarded owing to backlog of work ard . lack of editorial personnel;
held on file at the local station, it has /wired as valuable
bat*gro.und material. Any and hurt . at his .recal:tion, and
prisonment alter making his wegr into LOT, Source prepared the re-
port in order' to clarify his position vis-u-vis British authori-
ties, and it was chiarly to the latter that his work was addressed.
Besides the original which .Source .retains, and the copy given the
local station, two copies of the report. were furnished to lione. •
Hugh .0 IFLAB1TT. As far as is known, the latter has not trans-
mitted the report to British authorities. Definite information
in this regard will be obtained. .

2,3e. A forthcoming report will contain Source's coiment on his report
after the elapse of a year,

Distributions
Vraishin (2)
JE 223 File
Files (2)

VIIJKOVIC 201, 225

WINTER 201

ZAJC Dr. Marlon 153

ZALAR Dr. 132
ZE2Or Dr. Ciril 19, 35

wan Slavic° et JED= 243, 244

Previous ?races:

Arrested 12/2/44 on suspicion
of collaberrtion with Germans.
Later released (Local file).
Idea, Slovene. limnber
Arrived. with brother in Rome
before Italian Armietice.
Brother 19 killed in motor
accident Uarch 1%5 (Local
file 2-2a-Q949).


